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ABSTRACT
The School of Graduate Studies
The University of Alabama in Huntsville
Degree Doctor of Philosophy
College/Dept. Science/Optic Science & Engineering.
Name of Candidate Reem Alsalamah.
Title Improved Modeling and Verification of Metrology on Small Radius Optics
This dissertation employs a graphical method of laser beam propagation analysis, the yybar
diagram, to develop analytical solutions for a difficult optical metrology challenge: modeling of
the behavior of an interferometric system when testing small radius objects.
The method presented utilizes the yybar diagram for Gaussian beams to model
interferometric systems. The method enables rapid, intuitive layout and understanding of the
complex properties of beam propagation, yielding algebraic calculations producing quantitative
results. We first derive a relation for minimum test radius; the smallest radius part that can produce
a perfect fluffed fringe, wherein the test and reference waves are identical in curvature and size. It
also has only one test position that produces a fluffed fringe. For larger radii, there are two
positions that yield fluffed fringes, commonly designated the “null” and “cat’s eye” positions. The
separation between these two positions are typically used for measuring the radius of curvature
(ROC) of the test part. Analysis reveals a rapidly increasing systematic radius measurement error
as the test part radius approaches the minimum; the two positions converge to one implying that
the radius is zero. Below the minimum radius, only a single position creates fluffed fringes, but
with reduced contrast. An experiment was run that verifies the analysis. A Twyman-Green
interferometer was built and well calibrated. A series of test balls were acquired and the glass ones
were coated with aluminum, then measured using calipers to confirm their specified radius. These
were measured on the interferometer and the data verifies the preceding analyses. The same parts
were measured for RoC on a commercial Fizeau interferometer; there is a similar increase in error
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with decreasing test radius. As expected, it does not directly match our derivation, however, a
simple scaling relation is empirically determined that fits our analytical results to this data. Further
analyses were performed to show the usefulness of the method including modeling a phase shifting
Fizeau interferometer, revealing a systematic error for small radius parts. Finally, the analysis is
extended to a cylindrical wave test, revealing an unavoidable residual astigmatism error.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview of this Work
This work presents a simplified methodology, analytically developed and then applied in
both theory and experiment, to interferometric optical testing of small radius reference
surfaces. Thus, the goal of this research is to verify this simple and accurate model for the
interferometric test of very small radius parts.
This work is comprised of simulation and experiment. Surfaces measurement is simulated
analytically using a Gaussian beam analysis. Gaussian beams inherently contain a physical
optics representation of a propagating beam, however they can be simply analyzed and
propagated assuming geometrical optics rules. The specific method we chose to employ to
perform the computations is the yybar diagram method for Gaussian beam propagation.
Yybar diagram method for Gaussian beam propagation provides several advantages over
simply applying the familiar Gaussian beam relations. First, knowing the visual qualitative
properties of the yybar method enables the rapid layout of a full Gaussian beam system.
Second, the method is visually clearly understandable and provides for unique and simple
approaches, often simple algebraic solutions, for deriving results that might otherwise
require extensive derivation. Finally, a numerical evaluation of the system is readily
accomplished.
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In the simulation, many testing aspects were investigated, including derivation of the
fundamental performance of the interferometric system, which yields three test radius
regimes of interest, we investigated the existence of a limiting test radius surface, the radius
of curvature measurement errors for small radius parts, and systematic errors testing small
radius parts with a phase shift interferometer, and phase errors testing small radius
cylindrical parts with cylindrical nulls. We also experimentally investigated the simulated
analytical estimates of radius of curvature measurement errors vs test part radius.
Increasing the quality of optical systems has been a result of advances in three fields:
optical design, optical fabrication and optical metrology. Optical design has improved
through the advancements of aberration theory, of computational techniques for modeling
more complex surfaces, of approaches for optimizing and efficiently tracking and
analyzing optical systems [1-6]. Fabrication has advanced from spherical surfaces, to
aspheric, diffractive and now free-form surfaces, with advances in precision machining
that has been employed in computer controlled polishing and diamond turning machines
[7]. Metrology of optical components and systems has seen rapid growth after the
development of the laser, increased computing power, and higher resolution sensor arrays,
enabling high resolution measurements [8-9].
1.2 Spherical Optical Form
Paraxially, all optical components can be considered spherical surfaces (lens or mirror),
where they are used to collimate, focus, expand and image light. At this lowest order
approximation, the surfaces are defined by a surface that has a sag which varies
quadratically with radial distance from the optical axis. The surface is described simply
by its radius of curvature, or curvature. However, there are an extended set of surface types
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that can be easily divided into a few basic categories. These categories include spherical,
aspheric and freeform surfaces. We do not address diffractive surfaces in this work, nor
do we directly address complexities resulting from the use of gradient index materials.
Spherical surfaces are rotationally symmetric surfaces with a constant curvature over the
entire surface. They are typically easier to design and, more importantly, manufacture to
high accuracy as the metrology is relatively simple; one only needs a point source at the
center of curvature.
However, in an optical system, a typical spherical surface (lens, mirror) contributes many
aberrations. As these surfaces were the first optics produced, aberration theory was
developed to assist in the design of better performing optical systems. This aberration
theory results in the well-known five Seidel monochromatic aberrations and the two
primary chromatic aberrations [10]. For example, consider using a spherical lens to focus
collimated light. Spherical aberration is evident when light rays focus at a different
location, with the error depends on where, radially, as measured from the optical axis, the
rays are incident on the lens, as seen in Figure 1.1 (A) [11].
This aberration is independent of manufacturing error. A lens designer can use a few
techniques to reduce spherical aberration, including one is called “lens splitting”. Multiple
lenses work together to form a lens system that has the same total power of the original
single lens to bend the light rays so that they meet only at one point, or at least to a smaller
blur, Figure 1.1 (B) [11].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1 (A) Spherical aberration in spherical surface. (B) Spherical aberration
reduction by multiple surface [11].
Alternatively, a non-spherical surface can be used. The aberration dependence for every
surface depends on its placement in the optical train. For example, when the object is
located at the center of curvature of the spherical mirror, the on axis image is geometrically
perfect and of the exact same magnification. If one needs a different magnification the
object point is no longer at the center of curvature, and the spherical surface will no longer
produce a perfect geometrical image; an aspheric surface is now required. Examples of
aspheric surfaces include paraboloids, hyperboloids and ellipsoids [10]. Paraboloids
provide perfect imagers at infinite conjugates, and both hyperboloids and ellipsoids require
finite conjugates.
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The spherical optics and aspheric optics are rotationally symmetric, but spherical surfaces
have a constant curvature across the entire surface. In aspheric surfaces, the curvature
varies with distance from the surface vertex and also with the orientation that the curvature
is measured, sagittal or tangential. With the proper selection of aspheric form, in effect
leveraging this curvature variation, one can eliminate spherical aberration as well as many
aberrations inherent to a spherical lens system by increasing the number of degrees of
freedom for the optical design, [12-16]. That will offer many chances to develop imaging
systems that significantly reduce the system aberrations and the number of optical
elements.
As a result of these advantages, aspheric optics are more widely used in modern optical
systems. Their applications range from products, including imaging systems for microcameras in smartphones to high-end optical systems used in lithography or space
applications [10].
To further increase the degrees of freedom available in the design of a complex optical
system, one can break the rotational symmetry limitation. Any surface that does not have
rotational symmetry is called a Freeform surface [13-16]. The increasing need for high
quality unobscured optical systems, coupled with the ability to model and design them, and
enabled by the progress of high precision optics fabrication capabilities, has led to a
growing demand for employing freeform surfaces in optical systems. The freeform surface
is gaining wider use with advances in computer-controlled diamond turning and polishing
systems as well as c-axis capability in diamond turning. Since there was now an ability to
produce them, the metrology needed for free-form optics was found to be limited [17-18].
However, using these surfaces is still relatively rare [13-16]. This is because freeform
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surfaces impose several engineering challenges in their design, mathematical description
and testing. One of the main issues to design the freeform surface is finding a useful and
appropriate aberration theory framework [16]. Furthermore, one needs efficient
optimization methods to employ the increased number of degrees of freedom which may
introduce highly non-linear effects in the optimization algorithms [16]. It then also requires
an appropriate mathematical form to transfer it to the manufacturing instrumentation. Even
testing these surfaces to guide the production and verify their efficiency is more
challenging [13-15].
1.3 Test Optical Surface Form
One of the most important aspects of advancing the quality of optical systems is to
accurately test the optical surface figure. Interferometry is the most accurate measurement
to test the optical surface figure. The Fizeau interferometer is a standard method of testing
surface figure accuracy [19]. It based on the comparison of the test surface with a highquality surface called reference surface, so it is a relative measurement. The following
sections review the principle of the Fizeau interferometer to test conventional optics (flat,
spherical and freeform).
1.3.1

Test the flat and spherical surface

The reference surface is the most important key element to test any surface in Fizeau
interferometer. Figure 1.2 (A) shows Fizeau interferometer with the last surface of
transmission optics being the reference surface. The “transmission optic” is the last optical
component of the basic system [19]. It is designed to be inserted into the accessory
receptacle located on the interferometer mainframe, as shown in Figure 1.2 (B) [20].
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Transmission
surface (TS)

(B)

(A)

Figure 1.2 (A) Fizeau Interferometer by Zygo with transmission spherical. (B) The
transmission spherical surface (TS) [20].
Transmission optics contain the reference surface, the last external surface of the
assembly, and they are used produce the output beam of the interferometer into test waves
that matches to the test surface. Commercially, transmission optics are available as
transmission flats (𝑇𝐹’𝑠 which create a flat wave to test a flat surface, as transmission
spheres (𝑇𝑆’𝑠) to create spherical wavefront to test spherical surface. One needs a conic
wave to test conic part of surface which requires null optics after a TS or TF, Figure
1.3(A,B,C).

Figure 1.3 Transmission surface producing test wave that matches the shape of the test
surface. (A) Flat wave to test a flat part. (B) Spherical wave to test a surface part (TS).
(C) Conic wave to test a conic part generated after a TS or TF
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The transmission sphere is available in different F/#’s to accommodate a broad range of
spherical tests [21]. The reference surface acts as a beam splitter, often consisting of bare
glass that reflects approximately 4% of the laser light back into the interferometer to form
the reference wavefront. The remaining laser light is transmitted to the test optic,
generating the test wavefront, Figure 1.4.

Transmission optics

Test surface

Fizeau Interferometer
Laser source
Reference wavefront
Test wavefront

Figure 1.4 Reference and test wavefront Fizeau Interferometer.
The image of the surface is formed on a pixelated detector, and it consists of the
interference of the reference and test wavefronts. Each pixel is associated with a ray strike
normal to the test surface. The resulting OPD (optical path difference) map from the
measurement shows the deviation in length between the two surfaces, the test wavefront as
compared to the reference wavefront from the reference surface [19]. The quality of the
reference wavefront is dependent on the figure quality of the reference surface. Typical
reference quality is stated as peak to valley wavefront error, or PV, where λ is often
632.8nm, the primary red laser line from a HeNe. Using flat or spherical TS transmission
surface in a Fizeau setup depends on testing surfaces (flat or spherical). Testing surfaces in
a Fizeau interferometer are commonly known as null tests, Figure 1.5. The null test is the
test when the test wavefront rays usually are nominally incident on the test part, which
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means the optimum reference wavefront shape generated by TS or TF exactly matches the
desired surface shape being tested. The next few sections will describe the null testing and
the three positions.

Convex Mirror (Test surface)

CoC

Fizeau
interferometer
TS (Reference surface)

Figure 1.5 The ray incident normal at the test and reference surface (Null test ).
1.4

The Three- Measurement Position

There is a technique for absolute testing of spherical surfaces. It was first described by
Jensen and further discussed by Bruning, Truax and Elssner, et.al. [22]. Essentially, this
technique determines the absolute shape of the spherical surface under test, independent of
the interferometer error, including the transmission sphere. This method requires three
different separate measurements of the surface position under test, as shown in Figure 1.6.
Transmission
surface TS

Test surface

Cat’s eye position

Null position

Rotated about the
test axis

Figure 1.6 Different measurement setup for test the spherical surface. [22]
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The first measurement is called “cat’s-eye” position where the test surface is at the focus
of the spherical reference. The second measurement is known as the “confocal” or “null”
position when the center of curvature of the test surface coincident with the focus of the
spherical reference. The third measurement is taken after the test surface is rotated about
the optical axis by 180 degrees[22]. The following sections describe the null testing of any
surface.
1.4.1

Null position

The Null position is the second position that results in the incoming beam and the outgoing
beams at the TS being identical. The incoming beam rays are perpendicular to the test
surface, and the focal point of the TS also coincides with the center of curvature (CoC) of
the reference surface as shown in Figure 1.7A [23]. The interference resulting from this
state will show null fringes ( no fringes visible, the entire field is one gray scale level) as
illustrated in Figure 1.7B.

In coming beam

Test surface

Coc

(A)

(B)

Figure 1.7 (A) Null position for test surface. (B) Null fringes when the surface at Null
position, shown here as white, but could be any uniform gradation. [23]
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1.4.2

Cat’s eye position

The cat’s eye position is the position that where, again, the incoming beam and the outgoing
beams are identical at the TS, even if the incoming beam is necessarily not perpendicular
to the test surface [24-27]. A cat’s eye test is named due to the bright spot that you see in
the cat’s eye, when you shine a light toward it at night. That comes from when the retinal
surface reflects back the focused light. The reflected light travels backwards, yielding
essentially collimated return light [25], Figure 1.8. That will produce the shiny light from
a cat's eye.

Figure 1.8 Cat’s eye position. [25]
The cat’s eye testing is important and becomes used in optic measurements because it can
be used to define a point in space. If a test part is placed at the cat’s eye position, that
position is uniquely defined for the test part on the optical axis [27].
Several authors have investigated the best parameters for the cat’s eye reflector for different
applications [26-28]. Parameters such as mirror curvature, spacing tolerances, focal length,
aperture, and alignment errors must be considered to design a cat’s eye reflector with
minimized aberrations. There are many applications on the cat’s eye reflectors, they are
used on signs and in other traffic applications to improve visibility [28].
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1.5

The Research Motivation

Previous UAH research developed a method for absolute calibration of cylindrical wavegenerating optics. This developed a method by which one can perform absolute calibration
of a cylindrical wave generating optic. The method is the random-fiber test. This method
is based on the fiber optic reference, which employs an optical fiber, core and cladding
held taught and coated with a reflective layer, such as aluminum. This fiber, used in an
interferometric test, is aligned to the focal line of a cylinder wave generated, for example,
by a diffractive null, as seen in Figure 1.9 [28-29].

Figure 1.9 The random fiber test method measurement. [28-29]
Thus, the wave reflects from the very small high-quality cylindrical surface and re-enters
the interferometer. One randomly moves the fiber, rotating it about its axis of rotation and
translating it along the axis of rotation while maintaining its position in the cylindrical wave
focus. One then averages all the measurements. This method has been shown to reduce the
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impact of the errors in the fiber to below the systematic errors of the interferometer, and
the residual errors are a result of the interferometer / Null optics. These can be numerically
removed from subsequent measurements; thus, absolutely calibrated measurements are
possible [29]. However, the preceding analyses assumed “well behaved” optics. In highly
aberrated systems, many 10’s of waves, there are additional complicating effects expected
to limit the effectiveness of the fiber reference test, including retrace error and higher-order
aberration. Another limit in analyzing the fiber reference test previously was using paraxial
optics methods. In the analysis, paraxial optics methods were employed which, when
investigating the behavior of the converging cylindrical beam very near focus and
interacting with a reflecting surface of small radius (<0.1mm), are insufficient to describe
the physical situation; at cat’s eye position, the interaction with the incident beam at a null
and cat’s eye position becomes unclear in the geometrical optics analysis of the earlier
research [30].
Test surface
z

Cat’s eye position

z

Null position

< (0.1mm)

Figure 1.10 The paraxial ray analysis testing small radius surface.
It is generally assumed the test rays converge at the test point and at the surface, thus
retroreflecting from a single point. This means the wavefront at cat's eye position has a
wave radius of curvature of zero, Figure 1.10. In fact, this cannot be. Additionally, it is not
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even certain that a wavefront with a small enough radius to achieve a null condition will
even be achieved.
1.6

The Dissertation Goal

The goal of this research is to develop and verify and then employ in a few relevant
examples a simple but more accurate model for the interferometric test of very small radius
parts. The method we use employs the yybar diagram method of gaussian beam analysis.
Gaussian beams inherently contain a physical optics representation of a propagating beam.
Then, an experimental proof of the analytical results is performed. This method is then
applied to several additional test applications including measurement of radius of
curvature, evaluating a PSFI test and estimating errors inherent in cylindrical wave tests.
A numerical simulation to compute the interferograms is developed and applied in
simulations. Finally, the results are compared to a commercial Fizeau interferometer.
1.7

The Dissertation Outline

The dissertation is organized into seven chapters. Chapter 2 describes the yybar method,
and its application to Gaussian beam analysis of our interferometric system. Chapter 3
presents the experimental setup developed to prove our analysis. Chapter 4 shows the
experimental analysis of our test results for testing very small radius surfaces. Chapter 5
applies the analytical method to analyze inherent errors in a phase shifting Fizeau
interferometer and then compares analytical results to a commercial Fizeau interferometer.
Chapter 6 closes the loop by applying the method to analyze a cylindrical wave test.
Finally, Chapter 7 presents the summary and future work.
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CHAPTER TWO

ANALYTICAL METHOD BASED ON THE YYBAR DIAGRAM

2.1 The yybar of The Paraxial Optics Analysis
The yybar diagram is a simple method that represents paraxial optics, developed by Delano
[31].
stop

Marginal ray (𝑦)
lens

Chief ray (𝑦)

stop

lens

Marginal ray (𝑦)
image
object

object

(A)

image

Chief ray (𝑦)

(B)

Figure 2.1 (A) Marginal and chief ray paths through a simple lens with stop near FFP.
(B) yybar diagram of simple optical system.
Table 2.1 The height of margional and chief ray in paraxial optics.
Chief ray (𝑦)

Marginal ray (𝑦)

Obj

-𝑦

0

Stop

0

+y

Lens

+𝑦

+y

Image

+𝑦

0

It proceeds by plotting the paraxial chief and marginal rays heights at each surface as they
are sequentially encountered through the optical system. The marginal ray passes through
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the center of the object where y=0, and it clips the edge of the stop and the stop’s images,
Figure 2.1. The paraxial chief ray starts at the edge of the object and passes through the
center of the stop where y=0, and the stop’s images. The yybar diagram is then just a plot
of these two ray heights, as shown in table 2.1 for each surface sequentially.
2.1.1 yybar properties
Here we present a review of some basic properties of the yybar diagram that are necessary
to understand how to apply it to our interferometric analysis.
1- The yybar diagram requires Lagrange Invariant of the system in order to be properly
scaled. It is defined below where u and ubar are the marginal and chief ray angles
𝐿

𝑛𝑦𝑢

𝑛𝑦𝑢

(2.1)

2- The optical power (1/EFL) of the surface bends an incident line segment. The
positive power of the surface on the yybar bends towards the origin, and away if it
has negative power, Figure 2.2.
3- Collimated space is represented as a line segment parallel to the 𝑦 –axis.

lens

Marginal

y
+ power

Chief ray

imag

image
y

Chief ray
Marginal ray

lens
- power

image

imag

Figure 2.2 Powered surface in the yybar diagram
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4- The distance between two points is related to area swept out by a vector whose base
is at the origin, and the end flows along the line segment from one point to the next.
In Figure 2.3A, the triangle is defined by the origin and the two adjacent points.
Thus, area is proportional to length in the yybar diagram.
5- The clock-sense of the trace may not change sign, nor may any segment be
directed along a path which includes the origin [31], Figure 2.3B.

object

(A)

(B)

Figure 2.3 (A) Tringle Area in yybar. (B) The clock-sense in trace of yybar.
2.2. yybar Of Laser Propagation
The yybar method of laser beam propagation was first presented by Kessler and Shack
[32]. To make the correspondence, consider that a Gaussian beam can be represented by
two rays; a divergence ray and a waist ray, Figure 2.4 [32, 33],
A

Divergence ray (𝑦

R(z)
wo

w(z)

Figure 2.4 Gaussian beam

Waist ray (y)
z

point curves shown near waist, with divergence and waist
rays indicated.
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We arbitrarily define the height of the waist ray as y and the height of the divergence ray
as 𝑦 and plot the result, Figure 2.5. In the same way that paraxial optics parameters can be
inferred graphically from the yybar diagram so can Gaussian beam parameters. A primary
one is the location of the beam waist. In Figure 2.5, the red dashed line represents the
propagating Gaussian beam. The beam waist is located where 𝑦

0 , which is also where

the line is closest to the yybar origin. The beam waist size, wo, is defined by the smallest
distance from the line to the yybar diagram origin. Or, the beam waist is located where the
line is tangent to a circle centered on the origin, and its size is the radius of the circle [32,
33].
y Waist ray

𝑦 Divergence ray

Figure 2.5 A yybar diagram, red dashed line, for the propagating beam in
figure 2.4, Note that line is tangent to blue circle of radius wo [33].
2.2.1. The laser beam parameters in yybar
There are a number of simple relations that can be used to compute various parameters for
the propagating beam [32,33]. First, the beam size can be computed at any point along the
propagating beam using the equation
𝑤

𝑦

𝑦

(2.2)

The LaGrange Invariant, L, for the laser beam propagation model is computed as
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𝐿

𝑛𝑦𝑢

𝑛𝑦𝑢

(2.3)

where 𝜆 is the laser wavelength and u and 𝑢 are the ray angles for two rays. Distances
between two points, (𝑦o, 𝑦𝑜) and (𝑦1, 𝑦1) along a segment defining the propagating beam
is calculated using the equation
𝑡

𝑦
𝑦

𝑦
𝑦

(2.4)

The radius of curvature of the Gaussian wavefront is given by;

𝑅 𝑦, 𝑦, 𝑢, 𝑢

(2.5)

Note that Equation (2.3) and (2.4) are identical and similar, respectively, compared to those
used in the yybar diagram for paraxial optics. As an example, 𝑅 𝑦 and w (𝑦) for a
propagating Gaussian beam in vacuum of 𝜆= 632.8 nm, 𝑤 =0.0031mm, and represented
by the line 𝑦

𝑤𝑜, are calculated and plotted in Figure 2.6 . To compute 𝑅 𝑦 requires 𝑢

and 𝑢. We selected a horizontal representation for the yybar diagram, Figure 2.5, therefore
𝑢

0, and from Eq. (2.4), 𝑢

. Figures 2.6 should be recognizable as the familiar

beam size and radius of curvature for a propagating laser beam, Appendix A ; 𝑦 is directly
related to propagation distance, z, through Eq. (2.4) yielding 𝑧

. We note here that

throughout this research, many examples are based on a red HeNe laser system, often with
a 100mm diameter F/7.6 TS which we define to have wo = 0.0031mm at its focus Appendix
B.
𝑤

𝑦

𝑤𝑜

,𝑅 𝑦
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(2.6)

(A)

(B)

Figure 2.6 (A) The beam width 𝑤 𝑦 , through the waist. (B) Radius of curvature, 𝑅 𝑦 ,
up to the waist for the Gaussian beam [33].

2.2.2 Different representation of the propagating beam in yybar
y

y
𝑤𝑜

y

𝑤𝑜

𝑤𝑜

𝑦

(A)

y

𝑦

(B)

𝑤𝑜

𝑦

(C)

(D)

Figure 2.7 Different representation of laser beam at waist wo.
One final critical difference between the yybar representation of propagating laser beams
and paraxial optics is that the yybar diagram for laser beam propagation is unchanged when
the traces are rotated about the origin. Figure 2.7 shows four representations of the same
propagating beam with a beam waist 𝑤𝑜. Numerically, they will differ in that the two rays
which define the Gaussian beam in Figures 2.7 B, C are no longer the waist ray and
divergence ray, and in Figure 2.7 D, they have switched.
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𝑦

2.2.3. Apply optics element to yybar of laser beam propagation
Positive power
Marginal
𝑦𝐹
Chief ray

y

imag

Marginal

𝑦𝐹
Chief ray

Figure 2.8 Applying the positive power in to laser propagation in yybar.

Negative power
Marginal

y

𝑦𝐹
Chief ray

𝑦
𝑦𝐹

Marginal

𝑦𝐹
Chief ray

Figure 2.9 Applying the negative power in to laser propagation in yybar.
Optical power bends the curve towards or away the origin if the surface has positive
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power or negative power respectively. In the yybar of laser propagation, the bending is the
same, towards the real focal point for positive power or away from virtual focal point for
negative power as shown in Figures 2.8 and 2.9.
2.3. Define 𝒚𝑭 For Any Surface In yybar
We define the parameter 𝑦𝐹 as the height of the image for an optical system. Since the
divergence and waist rays follow the laws of paraxial optics, paraxial optics defines the
height of the image at the Back focal point (BFP) by the parameters of the magnification.
Figure 2.10 is the paraxial optics representation of the magnification of the image height
at BFP [34,33].

F

𝜃

𝜃

BFP
𝑦𝐹

Figure 2.10 The paraxial rays showing the ybar (image) height.
In the yybar diagram, we note that the waist ray, which has u = 0, will virtually go
to 𝑦, 𝑦

𝑦𝐹, 0

height after reflecting from the convex surface at (BFP) 𝑦, 𝑦

𝑦𝐹, 0 . We can determine the value of 𝑦𝐹 at the BFP; the negative sign is a result of it
being a virtual focus. From paraxial ray the image height is given by
𝑦𝐹
𝐹

𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃
𝑦𝐹
𝑦𝐹

𝐹 𝑡𝑎𝑛𝜃
𝐹 𝑢 (2.7)
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From the LaGrange invariant, Equation 2.3, u=0, y=𝑤𝑜
𝑢

𝐿
𝑤𝑜

𝐿
𝑟𝑏
2

𝐹
𝑦𝐹

(2.8)

The value of 𝑦𝐹 is independent of where the reference ball is located, z. Equation (2.8) is
simply a different representation of the equation of the height of the image is
h=F tan 𝜃 33 .
2.4

The Model to Test the Small Radius Optics

2.4.1. Define the interferometric system to test spherical surface
The interferometer configuration analyzed in this research consists of a Fizeau
interferometer with a transmission sphere (TS) and a reference test sphere, a small
reflective spherical ball of radius rb, which reflects the beam which returns back to the TS,
Figure 2.11. Position of the ball, z, is defined by the location of the convex ball surface
relative to the beam waist produced by the TS, where z = 0 when they are coincident. Since
the ball surface has power, the reflected Gaussian beam may have a different divergence,
waist size and waist location [33].
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Transmission
surface (TS)

Fizeau
interferomete
Test surface

(B)

(A)

Figure 2.11 (A) The interferometer system being modeled, from TS to test ball back to
TS. (B) Zoom in of the reflected Gaussian beam.

2.4.2. Represent the interferometer system in The yybar Diagram

Figure 2.12 yybar of the interferometric system at Figure 2.11 [33].
Figure 2.12 represents the yybar diagram of the optical system of Figure 2.11. We assume
the laser beam from the TS is a horizontal red dash line at height 𝑤 , the beam waist at the
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test point of the TS. This line is tangent to the circle of radius 𝑤𝑜=0.0031mm. The outer
section circle represents the beam size, w, at the TS surface. This beam interacts with the
test surface at some position z indicated by (𝑦 ,𝑦 ) = (𝑦 , 𝑤𝑜) measured from the original
(𝑦,𝑦) = (0, 𝑤𝑜). Thus, the segment which represents the reflected beam is along a line
which passes through (𝑦𝐹,0) and the test ball location, (𝑦 , 𝑤𝑜). This alters the virtual
waist size. We can define the size of the virtual waist beam by the length of the line that is
perpendicular to the reflected segment from the original point. The size of the virtual waist
varies as one moves the test surface position. The solid segment line represents the reflected
beam from the test surface to 𝑇𝑆 𝑇𝑆’) [33].

2.5 Finding The Null Fringes of Test Ball
The goal of this model is to analyze when null fringes would result. This is going to happen
when the two beams (the incident and the reflected beam from the test ball) are identical at
the TS. Specifically, they must have the same beam size and the same radius of curvature
at the TS surface 𝑤

𝑤 ′ and 𝑅 𝑡𝑠

𝑅 𝑡𝑠 ′. If this condition is achieved, one can

also state that the reflected beam waist size and position must be identical to the initial
beam waist size and position for the beam from the TS, 𝑤𝑜
Figure 2.13.
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𝑤𝑜′ as shown in

𝑅 𝑡𝑠

𝑅 𝑡𝑠 ′

Figure 2.13 The conditions to achieve null fringes of small radius of the test surface.
The different location of the test ball of radius rb, yields different segment slopes that go
through 𝑦𝐹, as they represent the changing reflected beam. We denote the test ball position
as (𝑦 , 𝑦 ) = (𝑦 , 𝑤𝑜). Thus, the segment which represents the reflected beam is along a
line which passes through (𝑦𝐹,0) and the reference ball location, (𝑦 , 𝑤𝑜), Figure 2.14. As
described above, to find the locations for the test ball that produce a null fringe requires
the reflected beam to have the identical beam waist size and location as the beam from the
TS. To ensure the first constraint, the reflected beam must be on a line that is tangent to
the centered circle of radius 𝑤𝑜. After some algebra, this results in the following equations
for deriving two 𝑦 , values [33]:
𝑦
𝑦

where 𝑦

𝑦

𝑦𝐹
𝑦𝐹

𝑦𝐹
𝑦𝐹

𝑤𝑜, Figure 2.14.
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𝑤𝑜
𝑤𝑜

(2.9)
(2.10)

Figure 2.14 Reflected beam in yybar diagram [33].
These are the well-known null and cat’s eye positions, (𝑦 , 𝑦 ) and (𝑦 , 𝑦 ). But at
this point, we have only met one of the requirements stated above: 𝑤𝑜

𝑤𝑜′. We prove

that the other condition is automatically met based on the properties of the yybar diagram.

2.5.1 Triangle area in yybar diagram for matching distance: test ball surface to
beam waists
Since the reflected beam and the incident beam are both represented by lines tangent to the
same circle, and the test ball position is located at the two lines’ intersection, and the initial
and reflected waists are located at the tangent points of the lines, [(0,0), (0,𝑤𝑜), (𝑦 ,𝑤𝑜)]
is identical to the area of triangle [(0,0), (𝑦 ,𝑦

), (𝑦 ,𝑤𝑜)], Figure 2.15 which means the

distances are identical, thus both requirements for null fringes are met, in Figure 2.15. That
areas equate to distances in a yybar diagram, allows for a simple geometric proof to show
the distances are identical and therefore the incident and reflected beam waists are located
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at the same position. Thus, both requirements for null fringes are met. The identical waist
positions can also be derived algebraically using Equation 2.3, computing the distance from
the TS to the ball, and then from the ball back to the TS, or the distances from the ball to
the incident and reflected waists [33].

y
(𝑦 , 𝑤𝑜)

y
(𝑦

(0,𝑤𝑜)
𝑦

(0,0)

, 𝑤𝑜)

(0,𝑤𝑜)

(𝑦 ,𝑦 )
(0,0)

𝑦

(𝑦 ,𝑦 )

(B)

(A)

Figure 2.15 Area is proportional to distance in a yybar diagram, so the triangles show the
distance from the ball surface to the incident or reflected waist is identical for the null (A)
or cat's eye (B) position; the reflected and incident waists are coincident [33].

2.5.2

Reflected radius of curvature (𝑹′) and beam size (𝑾’) from the small test ball

In this section, we are going to calculate the reflected Radius of curvature using the yybar
diagram at TS lens 𝑅 𝑦

. The value of 𝑦𝐹 is known from Equation 2.8 for rb=0.5mm

at any test ball position, for example 𝑦 , 𝑦

𝑦 , 𝑤𝑜 . Using some algebra to

calculate the slope for this test position as follows [33]

𝑚
where 𝑚 is the slope of the reflected line from the test surface, so
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́

𝑚
𝑦 ′

𝑚 𝑦

𝑦 ′

𝑤𝑜

(2.11)

since, the distance of the incident beam and the reflected between TS lens to the ball
surface are equal. So,
𝑡

𝑡 ′ (2.12)

Applying Equation (2.4) to Equation (2.12).
1 𝑤𝑜
𝐿 𝑤𝑜

1 𝑤𝑜 𝑦
𝐿 𝑦 ′ 𝑦 ′

𝑦
𝑦

𝑦

𝑤𝑜 𝑦

𝑤 𝑦 ′

𝑦 𝑦 ′ (2.13)

Then solve Equation (2.11) and (2.13) for 𝑦 ′and 𝑦 ′. Substituted them into Equations
(2.5) and (2.2) to get the 𝑅′ and w’ at 𝑇𝑆’
́

𝑅′
́

(2.14)

The reflected beam is diverging from the test surface to the TS lens and have some angle
is given

𝑢

, 𝑢

(2.15)

The reflected beam size at TS 𝑤′ is given by the following
𝑤′

𝑦

𝑦

(2.16)

Figures 2.16 a and b are plots of the 𝑅′ and 𝑤′ respectively, for rb=0.5mm given different
positions of the test surface. The red dash line is the value of the R and w for the incoming
beam at TS lens. The blue curve is the reflected 𝑅 and 𝑤 , See Appendix A+B.
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tn
tn

tc

tc
tf
tf

(A)

(B)

Figure 2.16 (A) Radius of curvature of the reflected beam. (B) Beam size of the reflected
beam given a test ball radius of rb=0.5mm.
The Radius of the reflected beam intersects with the dashed line in three cases; at tn,tf and
tc. The two distances tn and tc meet the condition of a perfect match to the beam leaving
the TS, so they are the only two positions resulting in null fringes. The tf location does not
meet both conditions, it has unequal beam sizes at TS, so the system will display both low
contrast fringes and residual power. There is a direct relation between z and the yybar for
the test surface location. tn=-0.500000 mm, tc=-0.000400 mm. We can derive the null and
cat’s eye distance (tn,tc) to the 𝑦 coordinates form

𝑦

0.03200 𝑚𝑚, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑦

𝑦

𝑡𝑐 (2.17)

𝑦

𝑡𝑛 (2.18)
0.00002 𝑚𝑚. These are the exact coordinates on

the yybar in Figure 2.14.
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2.6
2.6.1

YYBar Applied To Different Small Radius Test Balls
Evaluating different radius test bass surfaces

In this section, we apply different test ball rb in yybar diagram. Figure 2.17 presents the
yybar diagram, out of scale compared of the optical system. The 𝑦𝐹 , , 𝑦𝐹 , 𝑦𝐹 , 𝑦𝐹 and,
𝑦𝐹

are

the

FFP

for

different

size

test

balls

𝑟𝑏 ,𝑟𝑏 , 𝑟𝑏 ,𝑟𝑏 ,

and

𝑟𝑏

(𝑟𝑏 >𝑟𝑏 , >𝑟𝑏 >𝑟𝑏 >𝑟𝑏 ). From the yybar diagram, one sees that given their the BFP’s
𝑟𝑏 , 𝑟𝑏 , and 𝑟𝑏 have two solutions (positions) for reflected beam null and cat’s eye
positions; these are the only two possible positions to get null fringes as discussed in (Sec.
2.6). As rb decreases, 𝑦𝐹 shifts toward and eventually contacts the circle of 𝑤𝑜, and the
null and cat’s eye positions converge [33].
At some particular size of the reference ball, rb when 𝑦𝐹

𝑤𝑜 , the null and cat’s eye

lines merge in one solution (position) for null fringes as Figure 2.17. We can call this
particular ball size the minimum radius rbmin. For rb smaller than the minimum, 𝑦𝐹 is
located inside the circle 𝑤𝑜. This is in agreement with the reflected Radius of curvature for
all the test ball sizes, Figure 2.18.
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𝑦́
𝑦́
𝑦́
Smaller 𝑟 in null

, 𝑦́

𝑦
𝑦́

, 𝑦́
𝑦́

, 𝑦́

𝑦́
𝑦́

, 𝑦́

, 𝑦́
𝑦́

, 𝑦́
Smaller 𝑟 in cat’s eye

, 𝑦́
, 𝑦́
𝑦

𝑤

𝑦
𝑦
𝑦
𝑦

𝑤
𝑦

Figure 2.17 yybar diagram for the reflected beam in a different radius of balls.

Figure 2.18 Radius of curvature of the reflected beam at TS lens in a different radius of
balls.
As there is no null and cat’s eye shown, the reflected wavefront have different behavior.
The line to 𝑦 , 𝑦 ′ becomes a vertical segment with infinite slope; the waist ray and
divergence ray flip (see the AppendixA+B).
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2.6.2 Derivation of the minimum rbmin of the test ball
Equation (2.7) and (2.8) reveal that when 𝑦𝐹= 𝑤 , there is only one solution. We define
this as the minimum test ball size, and when 𝑦𝐹= 𝑤 [33].
𝑦

y

𝑦
𝑦

𝑤𝑜

𝑦𝐹

Figure 2.19 yybar diagram for rbmin.
̅

𝑦

𝑟𝑏𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑤𝑜

(2.19)

So, the minimum radius rb of the test surface for any optical system is proportional to the
incident beam waist, or F/#. Note, that Equation (2.9) and (2.10) reveal that when 𝑦𝐹< 𝑤𝑜,
𝑦 ,𝑦

yield imaginary values; there is no solution for this case. This is readily observed

from the yybar diagram since any beam represented by a line which passes through a point
inside the circle of radius 𝑤𝑜 cannot also be tangent to that circle, ie. have a beam waist
size of 𝑤𝑜, thus the two constraints cannot be met. We must redefine what constraints
should be met to achieve a null fringe when the ball radius is below the minimum defined
by Equation (2.19). One approach is that only the radius of curvature of the reflected beam
at the TS need match the radius of curvature of the initial beam at the TS [33].
By equating the distances from the TS to the ball, and from the ball back to the TS, and
then also making Equation (2.5) match for the beam first leaving and then entering the TS
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after reflection, we find that the solution is that the reflected beam is represented by a ray
parallel to the y-axis, or 𝑦

, in Figure 2.20. The location of the reflected TS is

such that the beam size (w) is far larger than when the beam exited the TS, so the contrast
of the fringes will be lower .

𝑦

,

𝑦́

y
𝑦 ,𝑦

𝑦 ,𝑦

𝑤𝑤𝑜

𝑦

𝑤

Figure 2.20 The yybar when rb<rbmin
We

plotted

𝑅′ from

𝑟𝑏 , 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑟𝑏 , 𝑟𝑏 , and 𝑟𝑏

Equation

(2.12)

for

rb>rbmin

and

for

rb rbmin

in Figure 2.17. We can see all the plots have two distance tn

and tc except when the minimum rb=0.095mm and the smaller than the minimum
rb=0.05mm; the tn and tc are converge into one position. This matches the Gaussian beam
results in Appendix A.
2.6.3

Radius of curvature at the part that is smaller than the minimum

Another question is to determine the wavefront behavior when the radius of curvature of
the test ball becomes vanishingly small. Figure 2.21 shows the perfect radius of curvature
of null fringes as a function of distance t ,(surface position), in yybar. As the radius
corresponding to the test surface radii, the curve presents the three cases of the radius of
the test surface rb.
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Figure 2.21 The radius of curvature of the three cases of the rb.
The red dots presents the null position when the radius grader than the minimum rbmin,
Their positions are increasing as the radius of the test ball increases. The green dots presents
the cat’s eye position, They get closer to zero as the radius of the test surface increases.
The distance between null and cat’s eye reduce as the rb become smaller. The separation
stops when rb=rbmin and continues as rb<rbmin.
2.7

Preliminary Analysis

2.7.1 Null and Cat’s eye positions
The separation between Null and Cat’s eye position has long been used to determine the
radius of curvature of a mirror [34]. We now show how this yybar analysis indicates the
errors inherent in this method as the test surface radius decreases.
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Figure 2.22 The two positions used to determine the ROC of the convex mirror [34].

2.7.2 Radius of curvature error and size of the test ball
This analysis shows how the accuracy of the standard method for measuring the radius of
curvature of a surface, determined from the distance between the null and cat’s eye
position, rapidly degrades as the radius approaches the minimum. The following table
shows some examples for different rb:
Table 2.2 Parameters of yybar analysis.
Radiu of ball

tn (null)

tc(cat’seye)

tn-tc= Δ𝑡

rb=0.5mm

-0.5mm

-0.0004mm

-0.499mm

rb=0.4mm

-0.4mm

-0.0006mm

-0.399mm

rb=0.3mm

-0.3mm

-0.008mm

-0.29mm

rbmin=0.095mm

-0.045mm

-0.045mm

0

rb=0.07mm

-0.035mm

-0.035mm

0

rb=0.020mm

-0.011mm

-0.011mm

0
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This analysis reveals that as rb decreases, the error in the method increases dramatically
[33] Figure 2.23. The error is given by Appendix B
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟%

100

(2.20)

Figure 2.23 Log of the percent error in measured radius of curvature using the null to
cat’s eye test [33].
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CHAPTER THREE

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND TEST METHOD

In Chapter 2, a simulation showed the ability of the yybar to enable analysis of an
interferometric optical test of small radius reference surfaces. It revealed the existence of
a limiting size of the test radius surface, and RoC measurement errors that occur when
testing them. This chapter presents an experiment of small radius reference surfaces to
evaluate the analysis. The experiment is typically performed with either a Fizeau or
Twyman-Green Interferometer to perform the surface test, but a Gaussian beam was
required.
3.1 Twyman-Green Interferometric Testing Ball Surface
This work focuses on a micro-scale Twyman-Green interferometer in order to have
the full Gaussian beam in this experiment. It was built on a floating optics bench as shown
in the picture and schematic in Figure 3.1(A,B). The setup is based on a fiber-coupled HeNe 632.8 nm laser. Upon exiting the single mode fiber, it propagates through the air, n=1
and interacts with a 10x microscope objective. The beam comes to focus after passing
through the beam splitter. The beam splitter then divides the propagating beam into the
reference and test arms. In the reference arm, the reference flat mirror reflects the light
back to the beam splitter. In the test arm, a lens (TS lens F=100mm) is used to focus the
light on the test part. The test part (ball surface) is placed at a null position of either the
confocal or cat’s eye position, as shown in Figure 3.1(A). After the reflection from the test
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part, the light returns and reflects from the beam splitter, where it and the reference beam
will interfere at the detector, a USB CMOS detector which captures the fringe pattern.

Flat Mirror
Test
surface

objective

TS lens
B.S

USB
CMOS
camera
(A)

Reference Flat Mirror

Beam splitter

objective
Optical fiber

Test TS lens
surface

HeNe
USB
CMOS
camera

(B)
Figure 3.1 (A) layout experiment setup Twyman-Green interferometer.
(B) Schematic of a Twyman-Green interferometer.
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3.2 The Radius Measurement in a Gaussian Model of The Experiment
The test surface radius is a key parameter in determining the performance of an
optical test part.

The interferometric radius measurement is well suited to conduct

investigations on the cat’s eye position and the confocal (Null) because a cat’s eye retroreflection is required for the interferometric radius measurement. Further, the confocal
(Null) reflection occurs when the wavefront curvature of the incoming beam and the
curvature of the test optic match.
A schematic of the radius measurement shown in Figure 3.2 with Gaussian parameters.
Laser light is modeled using a full Gaussian beam [35].

Reference Flat Mirror
dr

𝐴

Test
surface

TS lens,F

objective

B.S

zm

𝐴 dt
HeNe
CMOS
camera

Figure 3.2 A schematic of the radius measurement.
In this setup, the beam from the fiber is a clean single mode beam of gaussian amplitude,
the fundamental TEM00 mode as we have modeled it. In the reference arm, the beam
propagates a distance dr, reflects off the reference mirror and again propagates a distance
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of dr. As the Gaussian beam size , w, and radius of curvature, R, are readily computed,
we can use these parameters to define the shape of the field incident on the detector as
𝐴

𝑎 𝑒

(3.1)

where 𝑎 is the Gaussian wavefront amplitude for the beam in the reference arm, 𝑘
𝑅 Radius of curvature of the wavefront in the reference arm and 𝜌

𝑥

,

𝑦 [36].

In the test arm, the beam propagates a distance dt, is focused by a lens with focal length, f,
propagates a distance zm, reflects from the test optic with radius 𝑅 , propagates a distance
zm, by a lens with focal length f, and propagates a distance dt to return to the beam splitter
can describe it similarly as
𝐴

𝑎𝑒

(3.2)

where 𝐴 is the Gaussian electric field, 𝑎 is its Gaussian wavefront amplitude in the test
arm, 𝑘

, 𝑅 Radius of curvature of the wavefront in the test arm and 𝜌

𝑥

𝑦 .

3.3 Calibration of the beam profile (Built Beam scanner)
From Chapter 2, 2he yybar revealed that the beam waist at the transmission beam
from the TS lens has a vital role in finding the minimum size of the test surface (Section
2.8.2). In our experiment, we did not precisely know the properties of the beam leaving
the fiber nor the exact EFL of the microscope objective, so we needed to measure the
properties of the beam after it left the microscope objective. We performed tests of the
beam to confirm the size of the waist w0 of the beam and its location in the setup. We
took beam images with the CMOS camera, which has known pixel size of 0.0052mm at
precisely known changes of distance through focus of the Gaussian beam that came from
the TS lens, as shown in Figure 3.3.
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CMOS

TS lens
Flat Mirror
CMOS

TS lens
B.S
Depth
of
focus

Figure 3.3 measuring the waist of the transmission Gaussian beam from TS.

Flat Mirror
TS lens
B.S
Depth of focus

Figure 3.4 Beam images and Gaussian fitting curve.
The beam image at a depth of focus of the Gaussian transmission beam from the TS lens
shows in Figure 3.4 at different recorded positions (to better than 0.01mm accuracy) at zaxis of the focus depth. The image from each position was fit to a Gaussian function and
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the 1/𝑒 value was determined and plotted in Figures 3.5. This plot shows the Gaussian
fitting curve size, w(z) for each image at the corresponding z-axis (see Appendix B).

(A)

(B)

(C)
Figure 3.5 (A) The measurement beam size. (B) The Gaussian fitting curve.
(C) combine the two curves as functioned with zt.
The beam size from the beam images as a function of zm (zm is the measurement distance
for each z-position), ss shown in Figure 3.5 (A). The function w(z) was then fit to this
curve to find the location and size of the beam waist, Figure 3.5 (C). We note that the fit
is very good, indicating that the Gaussian beam we have generated is of good quality.
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This simulation reveals that the beam waist diameter that fit the measurement curve is
2w0=0.0286mm located 98mm away from the TS lens, so, the waist beam of the
Gaussian fitting curve at test arm w0=0.0143mm.
3.4 Demonstrate the F/# of the TS lens in Twyman-Green interferometer
In this section, we determine the F/# of the test beam from the TS lens in the
interferometer by taking the beam image at the TS lens, Figure 3.6

Flat Mirror
TS lens
B.S
Beam image at TS

Figure 3.6 The beam image at TS lens.
We then calculate the full-beam diameter at the TS lens, by again using the Gaussian
fitting curve in the image data, Figure 3.7. with Matlab Code (Appendix B).

Figure 3.7 The Gaussian fitting curve of the beam image at TS lens.
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We find the beam diameter at the TS lens to be 2w(z)= 2.76mm. So, from the previous
(section 3.3) has been demonstrate the EFL of the TS lens is EFL=98 mm. In this case we
can find the F/# of the TS lens at test arm
F/# =

.

35.5 (3.3)

3.5 Ball (test surface) size that available
We performed a search for different size test balls that are readily available. We
desire different sizes that will cover the range of radius of curvature (minimum,
rb>rbmin, rb<rbmin), as shows in Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.8 The radius of curvature of the three categories of the test ball size.
By using Equation (2.18) and the waist test beam w0=0.0143mm for this experiment, we
found the limitation of the minimum radius ball is rb=rbmin ( 2.031mm). We located
vendors for the following: test balls greater than the minimum rb>rbmin (2.5mm, 5mm,
6.37mm), and test balls less than the minimum rb<rbmin (1.5mm, 0.5 mm, 0.25mm) ,
Figure 3.9 (A). These test balls are all uncoated glass, except for the largest, so I coated
them in the clean room with a reflective layer of aluminum, Figure 3.9 (B).
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rb=2.5mm

rb=1.5mm

rb=0.25mm

rb=6.37mm
rb=5mm

rb=2mm

rb=0.5mm

(A)

rb=6.37mm

rb=2.5mm

rb=5mm

rb=1.5mm

rb=2. mm

rb=0.25mm

rb=0.5mm

(B)
Figure 3.9 (A) Test ball. (B) Test ball after coating.
3.6 Measurement of Sphere
The nominal radius is found from the manufacture of the ball lens spheres. The
spheres were reported in Edmund Optics Company documentation [37], that the test balls
have a small diameter tolerance in (μm), Figure 3.10 which may affect their actual diameter
as shown in Table 3.1. So, I measured the diameter for all surfaces after coating by using
a caliper, accurate to ~0.01mm). I took 10-11 measurements of the diameter at different
locations on every test ball, Figure 3.11. These values were averaged, as shown in Table
3.2. Note that they are all close to the catalog specification except for the smallest ball.
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(A)
(B)
Figure 3.10 (A) Test ball with tolerance in (μm). (B) Test ball with no tolerance.
Table 3.1 Table shows test ball information from Edmund Company [37].
Diameter of the ball (mm)

Type of the ball

Diameter tolerance (μm)

10.00 mm

Ball lens N-BK7

∓5.0 μm

5.00 mm

Ball lens Sapphire(Al2O3)

∓2.54 μm

4.00 mm

Ball lens Sapphire(Al2O3)

∓2.54 μm

3.00 mm

Ball lens Sapphire(Al2O3)

∓2.54 μm

1.00 mm

Ball lens Sapphire(Al2O3)

∓2.54 μm

0.5 mm

Ball lens Ruby.

∓2.54 μm

Table 3.2

Table of test ball diameter from caliper .

Diameter of the ball (mm)

The diameter by Caliper (mm)

12.74 mm

12.6654 mm

10.0 mm

9.9844 mm

5.00 mm

4.9858 mm

4.00 mm

3.99 mm

3.00 mm

2.988 mm

1.00 mm

0.988 mm

0.50 mm

0.489 mm
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rb>rbmin
For rb=6.37mm

For rb=5mm

For rb=2.5mm

rb=rbmin
For rb=2mm

rb<rbmin
For rb=1.5mm

For rb=0.25mm

For rb=0.5mm

Figure 3.11 Caliper.

3.7 Status of Simulation (Measurement); Ball motion
Although we would have preferred to perform phase shift measurements, we did not
have the equipment to reliably and accurately more the reference mirror, so all
measurements were of static fringes, looking for the best null position. However, we
developed a numerical simulation of a phase shifting test and describe the results later.
We compute the static fringes at different ball positions (Change the surface positions in
test arm of the experiment); We align the test surface (ball surface) to be facing the TS
lens, Figure 3.12.
The resulting intensity patterns occur in the detector based on the relative phase shift
between the two beams (the reflected wavefront from ball in the test arm and the reflected
the wavefront in reference arm) Equation (3.1 ) (3.2).
𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦

𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦

𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦 cos ∅ 𝑥, 𝑦
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𝛿 𝑡

3.4

Where 𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦

𝑎

𝑎

is the average intensity, and 𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦

2𝑎 𝑎

is the

intensity modulation.
Flat Mirror

TS lens

Test ball

B.S
z

CMOS Camera

Figure 3.12 Align test ball at the test beam.
∅ 𝑥, 𝑦

∅

∅

is the wavefronts phase difference due to the ball position at the

test arm
∅ 𝑥, 𝑦

𝑂𝑃𝐷

(3.5)

and 𝛿(𝑡) is a phase shift introduced into the reference beam.[38], that we will describe more
in Chapter 6. When the ball is at null or cat’s eye positions, we expect the interference
pattern to consist of no fringes or no power fringe (no fringes = fluffy fringes ), at the
detector; this is called a null fringe. Otherwise, we will expect power fringes (curved). But
when the radius of the ball is smaller than the minimum, rb < rbmin, we noted that the null
and cat’s eye positions were merged. The fringes generally take the expected shape. The
fringes are dependent on how significantly the wavefront curvature differs between the test
and reference arms, and the contrast will depend on the relative beam sizes.
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TS lens

z

Cat’s eye

Null

Figure 3.13 Simulation of the interference pattern in different position of the test ball.
As an example, we chose the radius of ball rb=40mm, which is rb>rbmin, given the
previously described lab simulation, to simulate the interference pattern given different test
ball positions, ( Appendix B). We note the number of fringes increases as the ball moves
away from null or cat’s eye position. In all of these cases, the two wavefronts have only
slightly different sizes and therefore slightly different intensities, so they generally just
show a typical power error, Figure 3.13.
3.8 Finding (Null) and Cat’s Eye Positions in Twyman-Green interferometer
The Twyman-Green interferometer experiment starts by sitting the test ball on a stage
that aligns the center of the ball to be at the three-axis x,y and z directions of test arm Figure
3.14. where x and y =0 , z=zr Rayleigh range of the test arm.
The ball is moved with the micrometer scale along the z axis towards the TS lens, Figure
3.12. We observed the interferometer power pattern for different position of the test ball
stage on the CMOS camera, scanning through the z axis.
The ball is moved with the micrometer scale along the z axis towards the TS lens, Figure
3.12. We observed the interferometer power pattern for different position of the test ball
stage on the CMOS camera, scanning through the z axis.
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z=zr Test ball

y
TS lens

x

Figure 3.14 Aligns the test ball in Twyman-Green Interferometer.
The ball is moved with the micrometer scale along the z axis towards the TS lens, Figure
3.12. We observed the interferometer power pattern for different position of the test ball
stage on the CMOS camera, scanning through the z axis.
For each position, we determine the distance z (it is the distance between the center of the
ball to the TS lens) by measuring zm (distance between ball surface to TS). So, the ball
position at the test arm is given by z ≈ zm+rb, Figure 3.15.
For each position, the interferometer pattern shows the fringes take their shape with high
power and high contrast of fringes.
During shift the ball toward to the TS lens, the fringes changed their shapes rapidly. Due
to a small change about zm = (0.1mm) of the ball site, the power error indicated by the
fringes was reduced, Figures 3.15 A, B, C.
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rb

Test ball

A

TS
Focus
zm

B
z=rb+zm

C
z=rb+zm
D
Cat’s eye

zc=rb+zm

E
z=rb+zm
zn =rb+zm

F
Null

G
z=rb+zm

Figure 3.15 The Interferometer pattern with different position of the ball.
As the goal is locating the null fringes (straight fringes), we continued to shift the stage
toward the TS and calculate zm and z for each position of the ball while monitoring the
displayed fringe from the CMOS camera for changes of the fringes.
We note that the CMOS camera records straight fringes at a place that very close to the
focus of the TS beam at distance zc, we can call it as (Cat’s eye position), Figure 3.15 D.
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By continuing to shift the stage towards the TS, we noted that the fringe pattern showed
reduced power in the fringes, Figure 3.15 E.
At a different location, the camera recorded another null fringe, which is away from the
focus at distance zn; this is the Null position, Figure 3.15 F.
The test ball was moved further towards the TS and the interference pattern showed
increasing power, as shown in Figure 3.15 G. We performed all these steps with the rest of
the test balls, one by one ( rb =6.37mm, rb=5mm, rb=2.5mm, rb=2mm, rb=1.5mm,
rb=0.5mm and rb=0.25mm), Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17. Extra care was needed to ensure
that the different test ball positions were properly correlated. Because they are different
sizes, they aligned to the translation stage differently so care as take to correct for the
relative ball surface positions.
The test balls were scanned on the translation stage with its micrometer scale along the zaxis toward to the TS lens at each ball, and the interferometer power pattern was tracked
in these different positions, determining the precise z positions for each ball. The next
chapter has an in-depth description for analysis z distances of Cat's eye and null positions
for each balls surfaces.
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rb=5mm

rb=2.5mm

rb=2mm

rb=1.5mm

rb=0.5 mm

rb=0.25 mm

Figure 3.16 Aligns the test balls in Twyman-Green Interferometer.
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Figure 3.17 Aligns the smallest ball on ball stage of Twyman-Green Interferometer.
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CHAPTER FOUR

EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS

This chapter presents an analysis of the experimental results that were acquired using the
setup and procedure described in the previous chapter. To reiterate, our goal is to
experimentally validate our analytical derivation that showed a systematic error for
measuring the radius of curvature of a small radius test surface using the null and cat’s eye
positions.
In the previous chapter, the experiment was shown to be based on a Twyman-Green
interferometer, and was used in testing the spherical test balls of different sizes. The
experiment was performed using a micrometer driven stage to measure the radius of
curvature. Specifically, it was used to find, experimentally, the null and cat's eye positions
of the ball surface given a test beam with a known Gaussian waist.
This chapter will briefly present the error from these measured radii of curvature, followed
by an analysis of the null and cat's eye positions of these the test surfaces. Then we
performed a comparison of test balls error from Twyman-Green interferometer (when the
beam has full-width Gaussian beam) and test balls error from a commercial Fizeau
interferometer. Then the experimental implementation of the Fizeau will be presented.
Finally, system error and comparative analysis are performed.
4.1 Results of Measurement Twyman-Green Interferometer
To demonstrate the ROC from a spherical interferometric test systems (the Twyman-Green
interferometer), a high-quality Gaussian wavefront and accurate measurement of the test
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surface positions was required. Therefore, Figure 3.15, the micrometer driven stage was
used to measure a test surface position with small uncertainty (~0.005mm) and rb for
surface position accuracy. This section will briefly present the surface positions z for each
test ball and compute the ROC.
4.1.1 Measurement of radius of curvature of test balls
The test surface position z has a vital role in this experiment. z is defined from chapter 3
in Section (3.8), as it is given by
𝑧

𝑟𝑏

𝑧𝑚

𝑧𝑢

(4.1)
TS

0
EFL=98mm
TS
rb

zu
zm
z

Figure 4.1 Measuring z of the test surface in the interferometric system.
where zm is the distance measured physically in the lab, Section (3.8). rb is the ROC, and
zu is an additional amount (0.001mm) for some of the test surface need to determine an
accurate distance between the surface to the virtual waist, to have a distance that
corresponds to the theoretical distance, as shown in Figure 4.1. We did this experiment
three times for each test surface.
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We calculated the surface position z Equation (4.1) while shifting the test ball toward to
the TS. The following Table 4.1 shows the test surface positions for only the null and cat’s
eye positions zn and zc .
Table 4.1 Measuring zn and zc in three experiments to all test ball surfaces.

Twyman-Green interferometer
rb ball

Exam 1
zc1

Exam 2
zn1

zc2

Exam 3
zn2

zc3

zn3

6.37mm

-0.30mm

-6.51mm

-0.15mm

-6.02mm

-0.03mm

-5.19mm

5 mm

-0.36mm

-4.974mm

-0.20mm

-4.814mm

-0.067mm

-4.58mm

2.5mm

-0.52mm

-2.02mm

-0.5mm

-1.98mm

-0.41mm

-1.94mm

2mm

-1.30mm

-1.1mm

-0.71mm

1.5mm

-0.56mm

-0.8mm

-0.49mm

0.5mm

-0.025mm

-0.2mm

-0.48mm

0.25mm

-0.02mm

-0.1mm

-0.22mm

In Chapter 2, Section (2.10), it was discussed how the distance between Null and Cat’s eye
positions typically determines the radius of curvature for any spherical surface [34]. We
now present the RoC measured from our Twyman-Green interferometer Rt to all test
surfaces by calculating the

separation between Null and Cat’s eye positions

experimentally, Table (4.2)
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𝑅𝑡

𝑧𝑛

𝑧𝑐

(4.2)

Table 4.2 Measuring Radius of curvature from Twyman-Green interferometer Rt to all
test surfaces in three exams.

rb

Twyman-Green Interferometer

Avg

Theoretical

Rt1

Rt2

Rt3

6.37mm

-6.12mm

-5.87mm

-5.16mm

-5.71mm

-6.0377mm

5mm

-4.61mm

-4.61mm

-4.513mm

-4.57mm

-4.5692mm

2.5mm

-1.5mm

-1.48mm

-1.53mm

-1.50mm

-1.4586mm

2mm

0

0

0

0

0

1.5mm

0

0

0

0

0

0.5mm

0

0

0

0

0

0.25m

0

0

0

0

0

We calculated 𝑅𝑡 by using Equation (4.2) for each experiment for all the test surfaces.
Then, we took the average of the 𝑅𝑡 from all the three tests, 𝐴𝑣𝑔

𝑅𝑡1

𝑅𝑡2

𝑅𝑡3 /3. After that, we compared our 𝑅𝑡 experiment average to the 𝑅𝑡 that we theoretically
predicted to have measured. The theoretical 𝑅𝑡 has been found by using the yybar and
Gaussian beam fundamentals as described from Chapter2, Equations (2.8 and 2.9) [33-34]
(Appendix B,A).

4.2 Analysis of the Experiment Test Results: Ball Radius
4.2.1 Radius of curvature for parts smaller than the minimum
We now show how we determine and analyze the wavefront behavior for all the RoC’s for
the test balls experimentally, especially when they are smaller than the minimum. We
applied error bars in the line plot of the ball positions z from the three experimental data
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sets for each test ball (Table 4.1). Figure 4.2 B, for a correct position we drew the length
of the horizontal error bar using its measured uncertainly and adjusted it with the maximum
left point z position as shown from one of the results in Table (4.1) and the minimum right
point z position of the same ball from another result for each test ball. Using Matlab we
get Figure. 4.2 (Appendix B).

B

A

Figure 4.2 A) The Radius of curvature of the test ball theoretically using yybar.
B)The Radius of curvature of the test ball using error bar from Twyman-Green result.
Figure 4.2 shows the perfect radius of curvature of the same test balls theoretically by
using the yybar method as described in Chapter 2 and confirmed by the Gaussian beam
approach (Appendix B). It indicates position of the null fringes as a function of distance t,
(surface position), in the yybar diagram. As the radius corresponds to the test surface radii,
the curve presents the three cases of the test radius of the ball rb. We can see from the plots
in Figures 4.2; that given the full range of measured positions to set the error bars, the plots
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are well correlated. This indicates the Twyman-Green results effectively match the
theoretical yybar result.

4.2.2 The Percent Error of Measuring ROC of Test Balls in Twyman-Green
interferometer
One final point in the Twyman-Green setup to note is that this analysis shows the
accuracy of the standard method for determining the radius of curvature of a surface,
measuring the distance between the null and cat’ s eye positions 𝑅𝑡, Table 4.2 [34] rapidly
degrades as the radius approaches the minimum. Figure 4.3 is a plot of the absolute error
in logarithmic scale, where the dashed curve is the theoretical and the blue curve is lab
results given an 𝐹/35.5 TS as used in the Twyman-Green setup (Chapter2) (Appendix B).
100

𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑡%

(4.3)

Figure 4.3 The percent error in logarithmic scale of the measured radius of curvature
using the null to cat’s eye test.
The following table shows the calculated radii ball percent errors in our lab results and
theoretically predicted based on our derivation.
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Table 4.3 The radii ball yield percent errors in Lab result and theoretically.

rb
6.37mm
5mm
2.5mm
2.031mm
1.5mm
0.5mm
0.25m

The Error in present Lab result
1.30%
1.433%
6.66%
16%
100%
100%
100%

The Error in present theoretically
1.33%
1.9%
6.940%
16.66%
100%
100%
100%

4.3 Summary
This chapter presents the results and analysis of the experiment of test of the spherical
surfaces implemented in a Twyman-Green setup described in the previous chapter. The
experiment shows the excellent agreement with yybar diagram analysis for testing small
radius spherical surfaces. We therefore conclude that the analysis has been proven.
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CHAPTER FIVE

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL TO EVALUATE A PSFI TEST AND
COMPARISON TO A COMMERCIAL INTERFEROMETER
Chapter 2 presents the optical model and analytical derivation of the interferometric
testing system through the use of the yybar diagram for small radius test parts [33]. It was
shown that there are conditions relating the TS F/#, the test wavelength and the ball radius
that fall into three categories of performance; a test surface with a radius of curvature
greater than, equal to or less than a calculated minimum. Then, this model was proven,
experimentally in a Twyman-Green Interferometer setup. In this chapter, we apply the
model in a simulated application, evaluating a Phase Shift Fizeau Interferometer, and
compare the analytical model to a commercial Fizeau interferometer.
5.1 Analyzing a Phase Shift Fizeau Interferometer (PSFI)
It is assumed generally that the test wavefront does not change due to the phaseshifting process as the (TS) moves [33]. An analysis is performed to verify whether, for
these different small test part radius cases the motion of the TS is sufficient such that, for
each phase shifted image, the test wavefront will have changed enough to create errors in
the calculated phase.
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Test surface

dt
Fizeau
interferometer

Z

TS lens

Figure 5.1 The experiment geometry being analyzed through the yybar method with the
test ball in cat’s eye position. The TS translates in z to generate the phase shifts. The ball
is stationary, but its position is measured from the convex first surface relative to the
beam waist created by the TS located at z=0.

The yybar method for Gaussian beams [32] is used to analyze the PSFI test, shown in
Figure 5.1. This method provides an intuitive and direct approach for a Gaussian beam as
described in detail in Chapter 2. For this experiment, the yybar model was defined so that
the beam from the TS is represented by a horizontal line, 𝑦

𝑤𝑜, where a positive clock

sense is assumed, the test point is the waist of the beam from the TS and the wavelength is
𝜆. The test ball surface acts as a negative powered mirror with radius ball 𝑟𝑏

𝑅/2 ,

resulting in the redirection of the yybar trace [33].

𝑦
Null position

Cat’s eye position

𝑦

𝑤

rb>rbmin
rb=rbmin

rb<rbmin

Figure 5.2 YYBar diagram showing three regions for test cases where circles show the
ball and stars the FFP.
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The reflected trace passes through a point representing the position of the ball
surface, 𝑦𝑝, 𝑦𝑝

𝑦𝑝, 𝑤𝑜 and through the FFP of the ball, (𝑦𝐹, 0), Figure 5.2. It has

been graphically and analytically shown how, depending on the test ball radius [33], there
are two ball z-positions, where the reflected beam at the TS is identical at left the TS:
𝑅 𝑧

𝑅′ 𝑧

and 𝑤 𝑧

𝑤′ 𝑧

. These conditions occur when the test ball is

larger, equal to or smaller than a derived minimum radius. And the noted positions result
in null fringes and are commonly termed the null and cat's eye positions.
The minimum ball radius was determined from Equation 2.18 , at which point the null and
cat's eye positions converge.
Below that radius, we chose to find the location at which the beam returning to the TS had
the same radius of curvature but not the same beam size as achieving both conditions is
impossible. Figure 5.2 present yybar diagram for three regions for test cases where circles
show the ball and stars the FFP: (blue) The ball radius is greater than the minimum which
has two solutions, (green) The ball radius is the minimum, (purple) the ball radius is less
than the minimum. The left and right “blue” solutions can be labeled the null and cat’s eye
positions, respectively. Note that for rb < rbmin, it is impossible to have a reflected beam
with a waist size of 𝑤 . The analysis in Chapter 2 makes no assumptions regarding the
optics or the state of the Gaussian beam preceding the TS – inside the interferometer. In
this chapter, we assume a simple geometry in order to propagate the reference and test
beams to a common detector plane. The Fizeau geometry places the reference surface on
the TS, thus longitudinally moving the TS moves the reference surface. To build the model
for these two beams, we first physically separate the two optical paths. This is done for two
reasons. First, it simplifies the graphical layout of the physical system. Second, the
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geometry is that of a Twyman-Green configuration, Figure 5.3, thus simultaneously
enabling an analysis of it.

Flat mirror
Reference arm

Phase shift
𝑑𝑡
w0i
TS

dt
w0

B.S
Test ball
Test arm
detector

Figure 5.3 Twyman-Green setup with reference and test arm.
To model the PSFI, we need only to translate the reference mirror and the TS
simultaneously. We assume the distance from the beam splitter B.S plane to the reference
mirror is identical to the distance from the beam splitter to the TS, a thin lens, Chapter 3.
In order to achieve identical waves at the detector plane, we choose to place the beam waist
inside 𝑤0𝑖, the interferometer at the reference mirror and TS. In addition to the phase shift,
the fringes measured by the detector can be calculated by determining the Gaussian beam
radius of curvature and beam size at the detector for the reference and test beams, and then
coherently adding them. The phase shift and radius of curvature difference creates the
fringe pattern, and the beam sizes, 𝑤 𝑧_𝑑𝑒𝑡 , allows for the calculation of the fringe
contrast across the detector. We list all of the parameters are using for this analysis from
Chapter 3 in Table 5.1
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Table 5.1 Analysis Parameter.
𝜆 (wavelength)
w0i at TS and Reference mirror
w0 at test surface (ball)
EFL OF TS
Detector size
Distance from BS to Reference mirror
Distance from BS to TS

632.8 nm
1.38 mm
0.014 mm
98 mm
5 mm x 5 mm
400 mm
400 mm

Given these parameters, we find that the minimum test ball radius is 2.031mm, Chapter 3.
We simulate the PSFI assuming the Harriharan 5-bucket algorithm [44], and evaluate the
results for 4 different cases: two for |rb| > |r_min|, one at r_min and one at |rb| < |r_min|.
The specific radii are listed in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2 The Radius of Test Ball.
|𝐫𝐛| 𝐯𝐞𝐫𝐬𝐮𝐬 |𝐫𝐛_𝐦𝐢𝐧|
|rb|
|rb|
|rb|
|rb|

|rb_min|
|rb_min|
|rb_min|
|rb_min|

Ball radius
5 mm
5 mm
2.031 mm
0.5 mm

Starting
position
Null
Cat’s eye
Null/Cat’s eye
Null

𝒚𝒑
-6.74E-2 mm
-3.04E-3 mm
-1.40E-2 mm
-4.65E-3 mm

Figure 5.4 is a plot of the radius of curvature of the test beam with the test cases being run
indicated. To model the PS wavefronts interfering at the detector, the reference mirror is
translated some distance 𝑑t, which changes the path length to the detector by 2 𝑑t. In our
analysis, the beam waist at the reference mirror is 𝑤0𝑖 and at the detector 𝑤 𝑧
radius of 𝑅 𝑧 .
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it has a

Figure 5.4 The Radius of curvature of the perfect wavefront that corresponding to the
radius of test ball.
Moving the reference mirror by 𝑑𝑡

𝜆/2 , the largest motion for this analysis, results in

a change in the wavefront radius at the detector that is so small, it would yield a P-V change
of less than 0.3nm. This shows that a PS Twyman-Green interferometer will not suffer
from phase errors regardless of the radius of the test optic [45]. We also defined 𝑤0𝑖 is
beam waist at the reference mirror , and the waist at the TS, so moving the TS by 1/2-wave
alters 𝑤𝑜 by less than a picometer, a 1E-05% change, in addition to changing its location
by 1/2 𝑤𝑎𝑣𝑒. Thus, for simplicity, we ignore these two negligible effects that occur inside
the interferometer from simultaneously moving the TS and reference mirror, except for the
overall desired phase shift. Our calculation includes all of these changes, but this indicates
that any errors we find are primarily a result of the change in relative position between the
test ball surface and the incident beam waist, 𝑤𝑜.
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y 𝑇𝑆′

𝑇𝑆′

detector

𝑇𝑆′

y
𝑦𝐹𝐹, 𝑦𝐹𝐹

𝑦′ , 𝑦′
TS
𝑦𝐹

𝑦′

𝑦

𝑦𝑑, 𝑦𝑑

, 𝑦′

w0

dt

(B)

(A)

Figure 5.5 (A) The whole but unscaled yybar diagram for calculating the gaussian
beam at the detector given the rbmin=2.031 mm shows how the translated test ball
location rotates the segment approaching TS’, and how the FFP and detector are located.
(B) A zoom in near TS’ showing the details of the coordinates.
Table 5.3. yybar Parameters .
FFP of the ball
Original ball position
Ball position after dt
Reflected beam at TS from ball
Reflected beam at TS from ball after dt
FFP of the TS’
Reflected beam at detector

𝑦𝐹, 𝑦
𝑦𝑝, 𝑦𝑝
𝑦𝑑𝑡, 𝑦𝑑𝑡
𝑦′ , 𝑦′
𝑦′ , 𝑦′
𝑦𝐹𝐹, 𝑦𝐹𝐹
𝑦𝑑, 𝑦𝑑

For the test beam, moving the TS by 𝑑t is equivalent to moving the test ball -𝑑t, so the
results from Chapter 2 can be used to determine the RoC and beam size of the test beam as
it returns to the TS. It is this motion which induces undesired phase errors in the test beam.
On the yybar diagram Figure 5.5, moving the test ball 𝑑t means moving the point
representing it by 𝑑𝑦

𝑑𝑡 𝜆 / 𝜋 𝑤𝑜 . The FFP for the ball does not move, so the

reflected beam line rotates about it to pass through the new test ball position. The beam
then propagates back to the TS, traveling the modified distance to the TS. Knowing the
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distance and the equation for the altered reflected beam line, one computes the location of
𝑇𝑆’ on the yybar diagram, Chapter 2. Since the EFL of the TS is known, we can use
standard yybar diagram methods to find the 𝑦, 𝑦 location of the TS focal point inside of
the interferometer. The 𝑇𝑆’ location on the yybar diagram, along with its FFP location
defines the equation of this line [31]. The distance from the TS to the detector is known,
so its coordinates can be determined on the yybar diagram. The beam size and radius of
the test beam can now be computed using Equation 2.1 and 2.13

𝑤

𝑦

𝑦

́

𝑅′
́

(2.1)

(2.13)

5.1.1 The error test wavefront in different radii of surface
We employed a phase shift algorithm and simulated results with a different
radii of test ball ( |rb|

|rb_min|, |rb|

|rb_min|and |rb|

|rb_min| requiring 𝛿(𝑡)

(0°, 90°, 180°, 270°, and 360°), respectively to the intensity of the interference pattern
Equation 3.4.
𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦

𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦

𝐼 𝑥, 𝑦 cos ∅ 𝑥, 𝑦

𝛿 𝑡

3.4

Figure 6.6 is a plot of the 5 phase interferograms for each test case. The expectation in the
5-bucket method is that the 0 and 360 degree interferograms are identical, but it is clear
they are not. Also, as this analysis assumes perfect optics, the fringe patterns should all
appear as a uniform gray scale. Instead, there is a radially quadratic phase change, power,
which arises in the test beam that is not anticipated in the PS algorithm. This is due to the
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rapidly changing and non-linear behavior of the Gaussian beam as it reflects from the small
radius ball. Based on these interferograms, the phase error was computed and the results,
in cross section, are plotted in Figure 5.7. Though not shown here, the same calculations
were made for a ball of radius 50mm at the null position and the fringe maps showed the
expected uniform gray-scale patterns and the final surface map was a flat zero value
throughout.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

PS=0°

PS=180°

PS=90°

PS=270°

PS=360°

Figure 5.6 The interference pattern of the Fizeau for the five phase shifts. (A) rb=5mm at
null position. (B) rb=2.031mm. (C) rb = 5mm at cat’s eye position. (D) rb = 0.5mm.
The resulting surface maps for the small radii parts clearly show that a systematic error
affects the measurements. The P-V error for all cases is listed in Table 3. The majority of
the error is quadratic, or simple power error. Removing the power yields measurable
spherical aberration out to tenth order. As expected, the 5 mm null case has the least
systematic error; the change in wavefront radius interrogating the surface (the slope of
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Figure 5.4 at the 5mm null position) compared to the radius of the test ball has the smallest
ratio, whereas at cat’s eye, the wavefront radius is changing at a rate over 20 times higher.
Although the interrogating wavefront radius for the 2.031 mm ball has a derivative near
zero, the test ball radius is smaller and the derivative changes for each phase step position.
The smallest ball is being interrogated where the wavefront is changing almost as rapidly
as at the 5 mm cat’s eye position, and the test ball radius is ten times smaller, so a large
error is to be expected.

Table 5.4. Calculated Systematic Error With and Without Power Removed
𝐁𝐚𝐥𝐥 𝐑𝐚𝐝𝐢𝐮𝐬
5 mm, Null
5 mm, Cat’s eye
2.031 mm
0.5 mm

P-V
Error
(waves)
0.5
0.87
0.81
1.34

P-V Error
-Power, (waves)
0.02
0.11
0.08
0.15

Figure 5.7 Calculated wavefront error for the four test cases. All have significant power
error, but higher order spherical is evident.
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Therefore, we have shown that the yybar diagram for Gaussian beams can be readily
employed to derive systematic phase errors in measuring small radius test parts using the
Fizeau configuration. The quantitative results depend on the internal structure of the
interferometer, so a general result is not attempted. However, the trends indicate that the
errors are inversely related to the test ball radius. This could have implications with tests
such as the fiber reference test which employs a reflective coated optical fiber core as the
reference surface in cylindrical wave tests [46].
Finally, we note here that, for the case where |rb| < |rbmin|, the test beam size and the
reference beam size are no longer similar on the detector, so the contrast of the fringes is
reduced, but this does not impact the phase calculations. We also note that for this same
case, the test ball position calculated using the technique described in Ref [33] had to be
modified. In that paper, the goal was to only ensure that the reflected wave had the same
radius of curvature at 𝑻𝑺’; it did not consider refraction back through 𝑻𝑺’ and propagation
to the detector. Because the beam size is different, this particular solution does not yield a
zero phase OPD at the detector when compared to the reference wave. The proper location
depends on the TS EFL and the internal geometry of the interferometer.

5.2 Comparing Analytical Results To A Commercial Interferometer
5.2.1 The radius of curvature measurement with a Zygo Fizeau interferometer
We retested the ball surfaces, that we used in in the Twyman-Green interferometer
with a commercial Fizeau interferometer, a Zygo Verifier, Figure 5.8. In this section, we
employed different F/# TS’s that were available for this Fizeau, (F/7.6, F/3.4, F/3.3, F/1.5
and F/0.75). We did all the experiment steps as described in Chapter 3 and Sections (4.1,
4.2) at each F/#, measuring the test surface position at null and cat’s eye position 𝑧𝑛, 𝑧𝑐
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for each ball surface, again three times experimentally. We calculated the radius of
curvature 𝑅𝑓 for all ball surface as defined Equation (5.1) at every F/#, Table 5.5.
𝑅𝑓

𝑧𝑛

𝑧𝑐

(5.1)

Computer
Fizeau

y

z
x
Test ball
Figure 5.8 Testing ball surfaces with a commercial Fizeau Interferometer.
Table 5.5 Measuring Radius of curvature Rf from Fizeau interferometer to all test
surfaces in three exams.

F/7.6

rb

F/3.4

F/3.3

F/1.5

F/0.75

mm
R1

R2

R3

R1

R2

R3

R1

R2

R3

R1

R2

R3

R1

R2

R3

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

Mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

mm

6.63

-6.35

-6.35

-6.34

-6.36

-6.36

-6.35

-6.36

-6.36

-6.37

-6.36

-6.36

-6.37

-6.37

-6.36

-6.37

5

-4.98

-4.97

-4.99

-4.99

-4.98

-5.0

-5.0

-4.99

-5.1

-5.0

-4.99

-5.0

-5.0

-4.99

-5.0

2.5

-2.46

-2.51

-2.48

-2.47

-2.52

-2.49

-2.48

-2.51

-2.5

-2.47

-2.5

-2.51

-2.48

-2.5

-2.53

2

-1.99

-1.98

-1.98

-1.98

-1.99

-1.99

-1.98

-1.99

-1.99

-1.99

-1.99

-1.99

-1.99

-2

-2

1.5

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.49

-1.5

0.5

-0.48

-0.49

-0.47

-0.49

-0.49

-0.49

-0.49

-0.49

-0.49

-0.49

-0.49

-0.49

-0.5

-0.499

-0.499

0.25

-0.17

-0.16

-0.16

-0.19

-0.20

-0.19

-0.20

-0.19

-0.22

-0.21

-0.22

-0.20

-0.22

-0.22

-0.23
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Then, we took the average of the 𝑅𝑓 for each F/#, Table 6.6. Then, we compared our 𝑅𝑓
experimental average to the 𝑅𝑓 we theoretically calculate, Table 5.7. (Appendix B,A).

Table 5.6 The Radius of curvature 𝑅𝑓 from Fizeau interferometer to all test surfaces.
rb

F/7.6

F/3.4

F/3.3

F/1.5

F/0.75

Avg

Avg

Avg

Avg

Avg

6.37mm

6.347 mm

6.362mm

6.365mm

6.367mm

6.371mm

5mm

4.982mm

4.994mm

4.996mm

4.997mm

4.998mm

2.5mm

2.489mm

2.497mm

2.498mm

2.499mm

2.499mm

2mm

1.990mm

1.997mm

1.998mm

1.999mm

1.999mm

1.5mm

1.488mm

1.496mm

1.479mm

1.498mm

1.499mm

0.5mm

0.45mm

0.471mm

0.496mm

0.488mm

0.499mm

0.25mm

0.165mm

0.198mm

0.201mm

0.20mm

0.22mm

Table 5.7 The Radius of curvature 𝑅𝑓 theoretically.
rb

F/7.6

F/3.4

F/3.3

F/1.5

F/0.75

6.37mm

6.365mm

6.369mm

6.369mm

6.369mm

6.379mm

5mm

4.995mm

4.999mm

4.999mm

4.999mm

4.999mm

2.5mm

2.497mm

2.499mm

2.499mm

2.499mm

2.499mm

2mm

1.997mm

1.999mm

1.999mm

1.999mm

1.999mm

1.5mm

1.497mm

1.499mm

1.499mm

1.499mm

1.50mm

0.5mm

0.490mm

0.499mm

0.498mm

0.499mm

0.50mm

0.25mm

0.231mm

0.247mm

0.249mm

0.25mm

0.25mm
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5.3 Comparing Zygo Measurements To Theoretical Results
5.3.1 The percent error of measuring ROC of test balls in Twyman-Green setup
and Fizeau
In this section, we are calculating the percent error in logarithmic scale from Fizeau
interferometer in all the F/#’s. This analysis shows that the standard method for
determining the radius of curvature of a surface Rf, measuring the distance between the
null and cat’ s eye positions Table 5.6, [34] again rapidly degrades as the radius decreases.
Figure 5.9 is a plot of the absolute errors in logarithmic scale for all the different F/#’s.
Note that when the F/# reduces, the errors are generally lower, but still rapidly increase as
the radius decreases (Appendix B).
𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑡%

100

(5.2)

Figure 5.9 The percent error in logarithmic scale of the measured Rf and Rt from Fizeau
and the Twyman-Green setup.
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5.3.2 The different output beam between our Twyman-Green setup and the
commercial Fizeau interferometer
Although both systems employ a HeNe laser operating at 632.8nm, they have a very
different type of laser output. Our interferometer operates using an unclipped Gaussian
beam, whereas the Zygo interferometer, like most interferometers, has a beam with a nearly
uniform amplitude across its aperture. So for our interferometer, the beam is always a
Gaussian beam, whereas the Zygo forms an Airy pattern at the test point, and between the
uniform amplitude at the TS and the Airy pattern at the test point, one needs to compute
the Fresnel diffraction pattern. This was the reason we chose to simplify our model to that
of a Gaussian beam. [39] .

Twyman-Green
Setup

Fizeau
interferometer

Twyman-Green
Setup

Fizeau
interferometer
Ts surface at F/#

(B) At TS surface

(A) At Test point.

Figure 5.10 The different type pf the output beam from Twyman-Green and Fizeau.
(A) at Test point. (B) at TS surface.
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The uniform intensity distribution is achieved from an initially Gaussian beam inside the
interferometer by passing the beam through an aperture which blocks all but the central,
and most uniform portion of the beam, Figure 5.10. This can be referred to as a “flattop”
intensity profile. This is the type of the output beam from Fizeau interferometer. There are
two disadvantages to this type. First, a huge fraction of the laser power is discarded, as
much as 75%. Second, the resulting beam still has a substantial falloff in intensity from the
center to the edge. Additionally, and specifically for our analysis, the flat top beam requires
complex numerical methods to analyze. Additionally, other optics are often needed to
clean up the beam by removing stray lobes produced by diffraction from the aperture
edge.[39]

5.3.3

The percent error in theoretical (Gaussian beam) and experimental Fizeau
The theoretical percent error for measuring RoC of the test balls assumes the beam is

a full Gaussian beam. On the other hand, the beam in Fizeau interferometer is a uniform
intensity distribution, flattop beam. This difference alters how the systems interact with the
test surface, however, we calculated the expected percent error for all F/# used with the
Zygo as if it was a Gaussian beam.
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Figure 5.11 The percent error in logarithmic scale theoretical and Fizeau experiment at
F/#7.6.
As an example, Figure 5.11 presents the percent error in the logarithmic scale at TS F/7.6.
The red dash curve is the theoretical curve of the percent error for an F.7.6 system with a
Gaussian beam, and the blue curve is the actual Fizeau experimental results given the same
F/7.6 TS. It is obvious they do not match. In order to fit the theoretical curve to the Fizeau
data, we need a different F/# for our Gaussian beam. This was achieved and is shown as
the green dash curve in Figure 5.12. Then we calculated the new waist Gaussian beam,
and its F/# from the shifted curve that matches with experimental Fizeau.
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Figure 5.12 The percent error in logarithmic scale theoretical and Fizeau experiment .
The new waist is w0 = 0.0073mm and this corresponds to a TS of 𝐹/9.06 Thus, the Fizeau
operating at F/7.6 operates similarly to a Gaussian beam interferometer operating with a
TS of 𝐹/9.06. Table 5.8 shows the equivalent Gaussian system F/# for the actual TS’s we
used on the Zygo interferometer that match the theoretical curves to the measured data for
all TS’s - F/7.6, F/3.4, F/3.3, F/1.5, and F/0.75.
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Table 5.8

F/# Fizeau

The F/# in Fizeau and F/# in Gaussian beam .

The different

w0 the gaussian to be

F/# Gaussian

Error%

match with Fizeau

F/7.6

0.356%.

0.0073mm

F/9.06

F/3.4

0.15%

0.0067mm

F/8.36

F/3.3

0.095%

0.0066mm

F/8.23

F/1.5

0.0414%

0.0065mm

F/8.08

F/0.75

0.012%

0.0064mm

F/7.9

5.3.4 The equivalent Gaussian beam’s F/# to the Fizeau F/#

Figure 5.13

The Equivalent Gaussian beam F/# to the Fizeau F/#.

The data from Table 5.8 is plotted to show the F/# of Gaussian beam that corresponds to
the F/# of the Zygo, Figure 5.13. We find a line that best fits the data to be 𝑦
7.8484 . The R-squared value equals 0.9481, indicating a good fit.
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0.1433𝑥

5.4 Summary
This chapter shows application of our model to an additional interferometric
question – errors in a PSFI given small radius test parts. First, we computed measurement
errors in a Phase Shifting Fizeau Interferometer (PSFI). A Matlab numerical simulation of
PSFI testing of several different small radius parts was performed. The result from the 5bucket phase shift algorithm is that there is a systematic wavefront error for small radius
parts.
We additionally measured the same the spherical test surfaces with a different optical
system, a commercial Fizeau interferometer which does not have a Gaussian beam. The
results showed that there still is a decrease in the accuracy for measuring ROC of small
radius parts, but the data does not directly match the theoretical curves. In order to calculate
the theoretical as a Gaussian beam system, one only needs to scale the F/# in the analytical
model. Then, the analytical curves are readily fit to the data by performing this simple
scaling of the TS F/#.
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CHAPTER SIX

EXTENDING THE ANALYSIS TO A CYLINDRICAL WAVE TEST

The previous chapters assumed rotationally symmetric spherical surfaces using a
ball as the convex test surface. In this section, we apply the yybar diagram based analysis
to a cylindrical wave test, such as the fiber reference test. The model used to test fiber
consists of Fizeau interferometer and a transmission lens TC (Cylindrical lens). We are
taking into consideration that the cylindrical surface of the fiber is under the influence of
two separable axes, a powered and an unpowered axis. We use the yybar diagram approach
to these two axes separately to analyses the null position for the cylindrical surface test.
6.1 Cylindrical Optic Surface
Cylindrical optics are a special case of freeform optics. This section reviews their
geometry of cylindrical optics.

6.1.1 Cylindrical geometry of the cylindrical transmission lens TC
The cylindrical surface is distinguished from the spherical surfaces by having two axes, a
powered direction and an unpowered one in the orthogonal direction, Figure 6.1.
Cylindrical optics are governed by the same paraxial optics theory and formulas as
spherical optics, although they act differently in orthogonal planes. Instead of creating a
focal point from collimated light, like a rotationally symmetric optic, a cylindrical optic
creates a focal line [40].
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Powered axis

focus line

Powered axis

Unpowered axis
(A)
focus line

Unpowered axis
(B)

Figure 6.1 The Cylindrical lens (A) the positive lens (B) the negative lens [41].

6.2

The Model to Test Cylindrical Optics

6.2.1 Testing the cylindrical reference
To use a fiber as the reference surface, we consider it a cylindrical reference. The
fiber has a diameter ~0.1mm and is covered with a uniform aluminum thin-film coating to
enhance reflectivity. In this curved direction, the model for test ball surface is used, and we
again assume it acts as a Fizeau interferometer with a TS lens Chapter 2. To model the
cylindrical wave case, a simple assumption will be made: converting the TS to be a
transmission cylinder (TC) lens to be appropriate to the test cylindrical surface. Figure 6.2.
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Focus line

Fiber

Cylindrical lens
TC

Figure 6.2 The interferometer model testing fiber [42].
Figure 6.2 presents the arrangement for testing with a fiber using a cylindrical lens to
generate a cylindrical wavefront that forms a focus line (where the fiber is located). The
cylindrical wavefront will interact the cylindrical fiber surface and reflect back to the TC
with a different cylindrical wavefront and new Radius of curvature. With a TC and a perfect
fiber, are we looking for the cylindrical wavefront and radii of curvatures matched at the
TC in both axis, where the null achieved in this case, Figure 6.3.
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𝑅

Unpowered side of fiber.
y

𝑅

𝑅

𝑅

x

Powered side of fiber.

z

z
TC

TC

(B) powered views

(A) Unpowered views

Figure 6.3 The cylindrical surface for null fringes condition in two views.

6.2.2 Cylindrical gaussian beam
With the conversion of the test model from TS to TC in the Fizeau interferometer,
Figure 6.4, it turns the transmission beam into two separable axes (zx upper view, powered
side) and (zy side view, unpowered side). Considering that the transmitted beam from the
TC is to be modelled as a Gaussian beam, the amplitude of the electric field must vary
slowly as the beam propagates through the two axes. So the Gaussian equation that comes
from the TC can be written as the following:
G(x,y)
Where 𝑒

𝑒

𝑒

𝑒

𝑒

𝑒

(6.1)

is the amplitude of the transmission beam. 𝑒

,

𝑒

are the modulated phase that is slowly varying function of the position along the powered
and unpowered axis respectively.
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TS
TC

v
u

Figure 6.4 The TC transmission cylindrical axis.
For the cylindrical test, the two orthogonal cross-sections are addressed independently and
the setup is considered in two different views as shown in Figure 6.5.

x

Fizeau
Interferom

Top view of
fiber

z

Top view of
TC

y

Fizeau
Interferomet

Side view of
fiber

z

Side view of
TC

Figure 6.5 The interferometer model testing Fiber in two different views.

6.2.3 Represent yybar to test cylindrical optics
Testing cylindrical optics requires two yybar diagrams; one for the powered and
unpowered directions. These two diagrams are coupled with the positions defined by the
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powered direction. The top view, Figure 6.4, is powered direction. The beam at this
direction is a Gaussian beam of a given wavelength λ governed solely by its waist w0.
y
𝑦 , 𝑦́
Cat’s eye
Position

𝑦 , 𝑦́
𝑦

𝑦 ,𝑦

𝑦
wo

Null
Position
𝑤
𝑤 ′

𝑤

x

Fizeau
Interferom

Top view of
fiber

z

Top view of
TC

Figure 6.6 The Fizeau Interferometer and yybar diagram at the powered view.
The beam waist w0 is a measure of the smallest beam size at the point of its focus (z=0),
and likewise where the intensity on-axis is the largest, where the test fiber is located.
In this direction, the test fiber (that is located near the waist of the beam ) is a cylindrical
surface that interaction with the Gaussian beam, Figure 6.6. The model at the powered is
what has been analyzed in the previous chapters, so the yybar diagram at the powered is
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not different from the yybar test for the spherical surface (ball) is that described in Chapter
2.
y

Cat’s eye
Position
𝑦

𝑦

, 𝑦́

𝑦 ,𝑦

𝑦

Null
Position

𝑦 , 𝑦́

y
Fizeau
Interferomet

Side view of
fiber

p

Side view of
TC

Figure 6.7

The Fizeau Interferometer and yybar diagram for the unpowered view.

On the other hand, the side view of the system is the unpowered direction. The beam is
essentially a collimated propagating beam. The beam size at the TC lens (𝑤0

𝑤 ).

diverges very slowly when the beam propagates, we define this propagating beam in this
view to be the 𝑝 direction according to the different Gaussian form of the same beam from
the powered view, Figure 6.7. 𝑃 is a propagation beam at a side view of testing cylindrical
surface relative to z propagation of the fibre. It is defined as
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𝑝

𝑧

693.6 𝑚𝑚. The yybar diagram for the powered view is far different from the

yybar at the unpowered view, lacking the presence of the waist beam w0 where now
effectively (𝑤0

𝑤 ). So the transmitted beam from the Fizeau is represented as a line

tangent to the 𝑤 circle at the coordinate 𝑦 , 𝑦

indicated by the beam size at TC, Figure

6.7. The line continues, slightly tilted from vertical, touching the circle 𝑤 . That means
the beam propagates along the P direction with very small divergence after being
transmitted from the TC lens. The beam in turn interacts with the flat side of the test fiber
at different positions, null position 𝑦

and cat’s eye position 𝑦 , using the yybar as

described in Chapter 2. The reflected beam from the flat side of the fiber to the TC lens is
given the coordinate numbers 𝑦

, 𝑦́

and 𝑦 , 𝑦́

, from cat’s eye and null positions

respectively.

6.2.4 𝑹’ Reflected radius of curvature from cylindrical surface to TC at
diameter=100mm
To compute the reflected Radius of curvature 𝑅’ from the cylindrical surface, we
apply Equation 2.14 and Equation 2.13

in both views of the cylindrical surface,

programmed in Matlab code (Appendix A,B).
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Figure 6.8 The 𝑅’ at the powered view of the test fiber.
From the powered direction, the reflected beam radius of curvature back to the TC lens is
computed, along the distance from the TC to the null and cat’s eye positions. Figure 6.8
shows the blue curve as 𝑅

from the powered side of test fiber, where this curve crosses

the red dash line at the three fiber location in z (where the red dash line is the initial
transmitted 𝑅 at the TC ). These three locations are when the system achieves 𝑅
at the TC.

Figure 6.9 The 𝑅’ at the unpowered view of the test fiber.
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𝑅

For the unpowered direction, the reflected radius of curvature from the flat part of the fiber
propagates back to the TC lens a propagation distance P, where 𝑃

𝑧

693. Figure 6.9

shows the blue curve as the reflected beam radius of curvature as a function of the fiber
location in propagation P. It goes to infinity as the fiber contacts TC, which we expect as
the beam waist is located there in this unpowered direction (Appendix B).

6.2.5 Reflected wavefront sags with cylindrical surface test and
diameter = 100 mm
The reflected wavefront sag is determined in both axes. These effects can be
approximated by observing the surface locations that causes the change of the optical path
length of the reflected wavefront for both views of the fiber, Figure 6.10 [43].
Powered view
of the fiber

sag

wo

y
R

z

f

Figure 6.10 The Illustration of wavefront sag for a focusing Gaussian beam of the
powered of the fiber [43].
For the powered view of the system, the wavefront sag depends on the radius of the beam
at the TC versus the radius is was when it left. Figure 6.10 illustrates the wavefront sag
for a focusing Gaussian beam and it given [43] by:
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𝑦
2𝑅

𝑠𝑎𝑔

6.2

In this section, we calculate the different sags of the transmitted and reflected wavefronts
from the test fiber at the TC. Figure 6.11,which is called ∆ sag for the powered view is
given by
∆ 𝑠𝑎𝑔

𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑖

𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑟

∆ 𝑠𝑎𝑔

(6.3)
(6.4)

Where sagi is the sag of the transmitted wavefront at TC, sagr is the sag of reflected wave
front from fiber at TC, yi is the transmitted beam size at TC; yr is the reflected beam size
at TC. 𝑅 the radius of curvature of the transmitted beam at TC. 𝑅 is the reflected
radius of curvature from fiber at TC as calculated from the previous section.

sag

Side view

sag

y

Top view of the
fiber
wo

y
R

p

z

f

∆ sag

∆ sag

(B) The powered view

(A) The unpowered view

Figure 6.11 The Illustration of the ∆ sag at TC. (A)Unpowered . (B) Powered.
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Applying Equations 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 for powered view of the fiber, and plotting the ∆ sag
as a function of fiber location along z, Figure 6.12 (Appendix B). The blue curve is the
different sags of two wavefronts at TC as a function of the fibre location in z propagation.

The zoom in at the distance that
close to the fiber.

Figure 6.12 The ∆ sag as a function of z at the powered side of the fiber.
For the unpowered view of fiber, the ∆ 𝑠𝑎𝑔 is given by ;
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∆ 𝑠𝑎𝑔

0

(6.5)

As the wavefront for the transmitted beam at TC is flat wavefront for unpowered view,
so the 𝑅 =∞. The plot of ∆sag as a function of the fiber location at propagation p, Figure
6.13 (Appendix B)

Figure 6.13 The ∆ sag as a function of p at the unpowered side of the fiber.
Thus, we use the fiber as a test surface effected by two orthogonal axes, and we combine
the reflected results from these two-axes in one diagram. Figure 6.14 shows the different
sags of the reflected wavefronts for the fiber in two directions with the same propagation
axis z ( convert p to z where p=z+693.6mm). Note, that the different sag from the powered
and unpowered directions has a very small difference, 10 mm, so it can be neglected.
This indicates the fiber test will show null positions.
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Figure 6.14 The ∆ sag as a function z of the test fiber when Diameter of TC=100mm.

6.2.6 Reflected wavefront sag of test cylindrical surface to TC at Diameter=2mm
To further analyze the reflected result from the cylindrical surface, we alter the system
by using a TC diameter 2 mm instead of 100mm. The following presents the analysis of
the 𝑅’ and the sag of the reflected wavefront at TC diameter =2mm.
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(A)

(B)

Figure 6.15 (A) R’ from powered of fiber. (B) The ∆ sag of reflected warfront from the
test fiber when Diameter of TC=2mm.

(A)

(B)

Figure 6.16 (A) R’ from unpowered of fiber. (B) The ∆ sag of reflected warfront from
the test fiber when Diameter of TC=2mm.
Figure 6.17 shows the different sags of the reflected wavefront for the fiber in two
directions at the same time with the same propagation z at diameter TC = 2mm . Note, that
the reflected sag from the powered direction does not match the reflected sag from the
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unpowered direction. This indicates that the fiber has a null position for the powered
direction that is different from the unpowered direction (flat side). Thus, the fiber test
cannot achieve a null condition.

Figure 6.17 The ∆ sag as a function z of the test fiber when Diameter of TC=2mm.

6.3 Summary
This chapter describes the yybar method applied to analyze a cylindrical wave test.
The fiber optic reference is considered a separable system, combining two orthogonal axes
with different power. This analysis is based on simulating the reflected radius of curvature
behavior at the TC for each axis separately. Subsequently, results are combined and the
simulation shows that a null position of the fiber to get pure null fringes depends on the
beam size. As the diameter of the TC reduces, the system is less likely to have a single
null position for both the powered and unpowered directions. This means the system would
show an optical Aberration (Astigmatism) that does not exist in the system.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

This research grew from a need to better understand the behavior of the fiber
reference test. This research developed an analytical model, based on the yybar diagram,
that provides a very simple analytical framework. The analyses employed Gaussian beams,
which are inclusive of physical optics behaviors. As this approach was developed for
rotationally symmetric systems, we proved the analytical model with experiment that
matches the analytical model. Then, we shower how the analytical model can be applied
to evaluate systematic errors in a PSFI test and compared the theoretical model to a
commercial Zygo interferometer, finding a readily achieved correspondence. Finally, the
approach was used to numerically investigate a cylindrical wave test.

In Chapter 2, we applied the yybar diagram to the optical model consisting of the
interferometer, TS lens and a very small test spherical surface (a test ball with a reflecting
convex surface). The yybar diagram was developed to simulate the Gaussian beam in the
optical system. The model predicted that there is exists a limiting spherical surface size.
The yybar method allowed the rapid discovery and derivation of the limiting size of the
spherical surface, from which we introduced the three cases of the ball size for determining
the null and cat's eye position for any spherical surface. Furthermore, the yybar diagram
made it possible to interpret the behavior of the reflected beam’s radius of curvature and
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size in all cases of the test ball radius in both the confocal (null) and cat’s eye positions. It
was also found that the yybar diagram method predicted that the well documented method
for measuring the radius of curvature of a test optic shows an increased error as the test
ball radius decreases.
In Chapters 3 & 4, a simulated and experimental implementation of the analytically
modeled test of small radius spherical surfaces was presented. The simulation enabled
modeling for two different interferometer configurations; the Fizeau and the TwymanGreen interferometer. The experiments, done with a well calibrated Twyman-Green
interferometer, performed show that the radius of curvature measurement error increases
with spherical test surface radius decrease as the theory predicted, thus the analytical model
was proven to be correct.
In Chapter 5, the analytical model was applied to another test case through simulation, a
phase shifted Fizeau interferometer which predicts that systematic wavefront errors due to
the small size of the test ball are likely. Additionally, this chapter presented test results
that showed that a commercial Zygo interferometer, which does not have an unclipped
Gaussian test beam, yield similar radius of curvature errors as the test radius decreases. A
simple scale factor, for this particular interferometer, was empirically determined that
allows one to employ the theoretical results by simply altering the effective F/# of the test
beam.
Chapter 6 applies the yybar diagram analysis to a cylindrical wave test. As this research
was originally begun due to the fiber optics reference test, bringing the results back to the
cylindrical case was needed. The method was applied in the two orthogonal axis of the
cylindrical wave test – a powered axis which was essentially analyzed through Chapters 2-
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5, and the unpowered axes where the fiber appears as a planar mirror. By conceptually
replacing the transmission sphere with a transmission cylinder, the approach then considers
the powered axis of the TC as a TS, and the unpowered axis of the TC as a transmission
flat (TF). The yybar diagram for the powered axis was used to define the fiber position,
and in the orthogonal axis, one simply has the beam propagating to the fiber (flat mirror)
and then propagating back to the TF. The analysis proceeded with two different cases: one
in which the beam has a large waist (~45mm) and one where the waist is far smaller (2mm).
The results indicated that there is no position where one can have a perfect null state; the
unpowered axis will always show some power when the powered axis is at the null or act’s
eye position. However, the magnitude of the error was not measurable in the large beam
case, whereas the small beam case showed many waves of aberration. That aberration
would display as astigmatism even though the part was modeled to be perfect.
Future work could be to investigate how a cylindrical null could be developed which
does not have this error, or to accurately predict it so that it could be numerically removed
form a measurement.
Other the future work should be to verify the PSFI tests with Gaussian beam analysis.
Also, the analysis needs to be extended to non-gaussian beams to more accurately match
commercial interferometers.

One possible method is to employ an approach called

Gaussian beam decomposition. In this method, a given field is described by a rectangular
array of identical Gaussian beam. Each beamlet is propagated through the system and the
resulting beams are simply added at the end, which maps all amplitude and phase of the
beam.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDICES A

This Appendix shows the derivation of several items derived by using the yybar technique
confirming to the consistent results. Also showing how these standard methods are less
intuitive than using the yybar diagram technique and how some results are not readily
perceived using these methods.
A.1 Fundamentals of Gaussian Beam
Gaussian beam propagation is a simple and common desirable type of beam
provided by a laser source that can propagate, defined to be along the 𝑧 direction nominally.
It well characterized, and the evolution is smooth and easily predicted. 𝑤(𝑧) is the semidiameter of the beam at the 1/e value of the amplitude, which will be called the beam size
is given by Equation A.1 and plotted in Figure. A.1 a. 𝑅 is the radius of curvature of the
wavefront given by Equation A.2 and plotted in Figure. A.1 b (Matlab code in Appendix
B) where 𝑧r is the Rayleigh range. 𝑤0 is the beam waist, given by Equation A.3 . The
wavelength 𝜆 = 632.8nm, and the f-number is 𝐹# = 7.6 for the TS lens [32].
𝑤 𝑧

𝑤𝑜 1

(A.1)

𝑅 𝑧

𝑧 1

(A.2)

𝑤𝑜

𝜆𝐹 #
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(A.3)

(A)

(B)

Figure.A.1

(A) The beam size 𝑤 𝑧 in Gaussian beam propagation. (B) The Radius of
curvature of the beam in Gaussian beam propagation.

The reflected Gaussian beam reshapes to the reflected Gaussian beam. Our reference
spherical surface is a small radius of the ball. This ball has a convex surface that is the
reflecting surface. Therefore, when the beam of light is reflected from a convex mirror, it
appears that the waist is located at some point behind the surface. The convex mirror
surface forms a virtual Gaussian beam waist behind the sphere.
𝑤

𝑤́

(A.4)
(A.5)
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where 𝑤 indicates the incident beam; 𝑤́ indicates the beam reflected from the ball; 𝑅
𝑖𝑠 Radius of curvature of incident Gaussian beam. 𝑟b is radius of the ball; 𝑅 is the reflected
radius of curvature from ball surface. The virtual waist for reflected Gaussian Beam, 𝑤𝑜′,
𝑎𝑛𝑑 its location, 𝐿′, are giving by following equation
𝑤𝑜′ = 𝑀𝑤𝑜

(A.6)

Location of the waist beam
(𝐿′ −

) = 𝑀(𝑧 − ) (A.7)

where 𝑀 is magnification between the incident beam and the reflected beam

𝑀=

(A.8)

√

𝑀1

(A.9)

𝑟

(A.10)

Where 𝑀1 is the ratio of 𝑟𝑏 to the distance between 𝑤𝑜 to the surface; 𝑟 is the ratio of
Rayleigh length of incident beam 𝑧r, to the distance between 𝑤𝑜 to the surface. Clearly,
𝑀 plays an important role in reflected Gaussian beam.
A.1.1 Gaussian definition: reflected wave must have same R and w back at the TS.
reflected wave must have same R and w back at the TS this section using Gaussian
definition to find the best position for the test ball by the reflected Radius of curvature. we
are calculating the reflected radius of curvature 𝑅(𝑧.)′ from the reflected waist to TS lens is
given by
𝑅(𝑧)′= 𝑧𝑙 1

(A.11)

where 𝑧. is the reflected beam propagation as shown in Figure A.2 , and it is giving by
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𝑧𝑙 = 𝐸𝐹𝐿 + 𝑧 + 𝐿 (A.12)
We use on Eqs A.6-A.10 to find the reflected radius of curvature of reflected beam 𝑅 from
the reference. Figure A.3 presents a plot of Eq A.11 the reflected radius of curvature from
a ball with rb= 0.5 mm. The red dash line is the value of a radius of curvature of incoming
beam at TS lens.

Figure A.2 the reflected beam propagation 𝑧 .
Clearly, the reflected radius of curvature 𝑅(𝑧.)′ ‘offers three positions for the ball. These
positions satisfy the condition to have a null fringe of the two beams at TS lens.

Figure A.3 Plots of reflected Radius of curvature .
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𝑧 is the distance between surface of the ball and 𝑤0.It is desired to find a null position for
the ball, then the system would have 𝑤𝑜 = 𝑤𝑜′ =0.0031𝑚𝑚 when the ball is at 𝑧 as
presented at Figure A.4 while the red dash line is value of the incident waist beam. 𝑧C is
defined to be cat’s eye position for the ball surface, where again the system would have 𝑤𝑜
= 𝑤𝑜′.

Figure A.5 Plots of reflected waist beam .
𝑧f is the third position. 𝑧f is defined as the focus position of the ball surface. The null fringe
condition is not satisfied at this position because 𝑤𝑜 ≠ 𝑤𝑜′. So, we can note there are only
two positions (null and cat’s eye position) that have null fringes. The reason is that they
are the only two test ball positions that meet the conditions that send a beam back into the
TS .
A.1.2 Gaussian Beam Testing Different Radius Ball
Figure A.6 presents a plot of 𝑅(𝑧.)′ from Eq A.23 for different radius test balls (𝑟b1,

𝑟b2,𝑟b3, And 𝑟b4 ((𝑟b1>𝑟b2>rb3>b𝑟4). The 𝑅(𝑧.)′ curves change as rb, the radius of the
ball decreasing. However, the null and cat’s eye positions appear in (𝑟b1=0.18mm and
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𝑟𝑏2=0.14mm, but they begin to merge with 𝑟b3=0.093mm the yellow curve) (Matlab code
in appendix B)

Figure A.6 𝑅 𝑧 ′ in a different radius of the ball.
We define this as the minimum radius of the ball that can be used to obtain perfect null
fringes of the test ball. The curve changes to be nearly linear when rb is less than the
minimum, for example 𝑟𝑏4=0.06mm. However, we stress that for these cases, the reflected
beam size at the TS is different when the rb is less than the minimum.
A.1.3 The Minimum rbmin of The Test Ball
rbmin is the minimum radius of the test ball that can result in perfect null fringes In this
section, we derive the smallest size of the test ball (rbmin) for any optical system using
Gaussian beam method. The smallest Radius of curvature of the income beam from TS
surface.
𝑅 𝑧

𝑧

1

Finding the smallest radius that close to zero.
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𝑧
𝑧

𝑧𝑟

1
𝑧

1

0

𝑧
𝑧

where 𝑧

0

𝑧

is the smallest distance between 𝑤 to the surface, as we are looking to the

smallest radius of the test surface to have the same focus with income beam. So,
𝑟𝑏

2𝑧
2𝑧

𝑟𝑏

The Rayleigh rang from for the propagating Gaussian beam from the lens is [23]
2  wo
𝜆

𝑟𝑏

This looks like the smallest rbmin in yybar diagram. If we assume that the beam size, w,
at the TS is half the lens diameter,
4
𝐹
𝜆
𝜋
#

𝑤
rbmin

2

𝜆

#

(A.13)

Eq A.13 is the smallest radius of the ball that the surface doesn’t have the null and cat’s
eye positions to achieve the null fringes. From Eq A.13 to find the smallest rb of F/#=7.6
at 𝜆 = 632.8 𝜇𝑚 for our experiment, the rbmin =0.093mm. and that matches with the
previous calculation of the 𝑅 𝑧 . Figure.34 is plot of Eq.36, the smallest radius of the
test surface that is convenient for different F/# at the wavelength 𝜆 = 632.8 𝜇𝑚.
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Figure A.7 The minimum Radius of test ball rb relative to F/# of TS lens.

A.1.4 The Prelim Result From The Gaussian Beam
We now attempt to determine the behavior of the system when the radius of curvature
becomes vanishingly small. Figure.A.8 shows the test ball position vs test ball radius of
curvature as a function of the distance, z of test surface in Gaussian beam method.

Figure A.8 Radius of curvature of 𝑟 < 𝑟 min.
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The curve presents the three cases of the radius of the test surface rb. When rb >rbmin the
test surface will have two kinds of positions shown the curve, they derive the system to
have a null fringe. The second case, when rb=rbmin, the test surface will have only one
position, it is at the top of the curve. The third case, when rb< rbmin, this case the curve is
the reflected radius of curvature from small tiny test ball. It is nominally linear as the radius
decreases toward zero. Note that these results, exactly match those derived using the yybar
method.
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APPENDICES B

*** Chapter 2 ***
clc
clean all
%% Beam size Radius of Curvature in yybar Diagram;
tz=8+8;
samplerate=80000./tz;
zmin = -tz./2; zmax = tz./2;
t = zmin:1./samplerate:zmax;
w0=0.0031;

% Distance t
% the waist beam ;

lamda=0.0006328;

% wavelength of HeNe;

w=sqrt(0.0031.^2+t.^2);

% beam width w(ybar)

rad=(z.^2+0.0031.^2)./t.*(lamda)./pi.*0.0031; % R(ybar)

figure(1); plot(t,rad);zoom xon; hold on; xlabel('ybar(mm)'); ylabel('Radiusr of curvatuer in yybar
(mm)');set(gca,'FontSize',18)
figure(2);plot(t,w);grid on;zoom xon;hold on;xlabel('t Distance (mm)');ylabel('Radiusr of curvatuer
in yybar (mm)');

%The Radius of Curvature and the width of the beam in Gaussian beam* ;
tz=8+8;
samplerate=2000./tz;
zmin = -tz./2; zmax = tz./2;
z = zmin:1./samplerate:zmax;
w0=0.00031;
z0=pi.*w0.^2./lamda;
w=w0.*sqrt(1+(z./z0).^2);
R=z+(z0.^2./z);

% Distance z
% the waist beam ;
% the relay range ;
%w(z)beam size;
% R(z)
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figure(3);plot(z,w);zoom xon; hold on;xlabel('ybar (mm)');ylabel('The beam size W(ybar)
(mm)');set(gca,'FontSize',18);
figure(4);plot(z,R);grid on;zoom xon; hold on;xlabel('z (mm)'); ylabel('Radius of curvature
(mm)');hold on ;

--------------------------------------------------------clc
clean all
%% The Radius of curvature and beam size a long reflected beam in yybar%%
lamda=0.0006328; ;
u=0;

% wavelength of HeNe;

% y angle of the income beam;

w0=0.0031;

% the waist beam ;

L=lamda./pi;

% LaGrange Invariant ;

y=w0;

% y of the income beam;

ub=L./y;

% ybar angle of the income beam;

%The img point for any surface;
rb=-0.5;

% the size of the test ball (radius of ball);

efl=rb./2;

% FFL of the test ball surface;

yimg=0;
ybimg=(rb./2).*ub;

% the y coordinate number of FFL;
% the ybar coordinate number of FFL;

% ybar the coordinate number of ball position;
tz=0.6+0.6;
samplerate=3000./tz;
zmin = -tz./2; zmax = tz./2;
ybp = zmin:1./samplerate:zmax;
%Finding the slop for each position for the ball;
m=0.0031./(ybp-ybimg); % the slop of the segment line (reflected beam);
yp=0.0031;

% the y coordinate number of ball position;

b=-m.*ybp+w0;
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t=694.62;

% the EFL distance (reflected beam);

ybts=((t.*L)./w0)-ybp; %reflected segment line equation.
c=m.*ybp;
c2=c-0.0031;
%ybar coordinate reflected at TS;
ybtr=(w0.*(ybts-ybp)-m.*ybp.^2+ybp.*w0)./c2;
%y coordinate number of reflected at TS;
ytr=(m.*(ybtr-ybp)+w0);
a=ytr.^2+ybtr.^2;
b=(ybtr.*L)./0.0032;
Rts=(a./b).*w0./L; ; % The Radius of curvature of reflected at TS;
Rle=zeros(size(ybp));
Rlens=Rle+694.62;
w=sqrt(ytr.^2+ybtr.^2); % The beam size of reflected at TS;
figure(1);plot(ybp,Rt);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;plot(ybp,Rlens,'--'); xlabel(' ball position in
mm');ylabel('reflected R at TS in yybar');
figure(1);plot(ybp,w));hold on;grid on;zoom xon;plot(ybp,Rlens,'--');xlabel('ball position in
mm');ylabel('reflected beam size at TS in yybar');

--------------------------------------------------------clc
clean all
%% The Radius of curvature and beam size a long reflected beam in yybar of different
radius ball (-0.05,-0.095,-0.2,-0.3,-0.5)%%
rb1=-0.5;
rb2=-0.3;
rb3=-0.2;
rb4=-0.095;
rb5=-0.05;
efl1=rb1./2;
efl2=rb2./2;
efl3=rb3./2;
efl4=rb4./2;
efl5=rb5./2;
yimg=0;

% the size of the test ball (radius of ball);

% FFL of the test ball surface;

% the y coordinate number of FFL;
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ybimg1=(rb1./2).*ub;
ybimg2=(rb2./2).*ub;
ybimg3=(rb3./2).*ub;
ybimg4=(rb4./2).*ub;
ybimg5=(rb5./2).*ub;

% the ybar coordinate number of FFL;

tz=0.6+0.6;
samplerate=3000./tz;
zmin = -tz./2; zmax = tz./2;
ybp = zmin:1./samplerate:zmax; % ybar the coordinate number of ball position ;
%Finding the slop for each position for the ball;
m1=0.0031./(ybp-ybimg1); % the slop of the segment line (reflected beam);
m2=0.0031./(ybp-ybimg2);
m3=0.0031./(ybp-ybimg3);
m4=0.0031./(ybp-ybimg4);
m5=0.0031./(ybp-ybimg5);
yp=0.0031;

% the y coordinate number of ball position;

b1=-m1.*ybp+w0;
b2=-m2.*ybp+w0;
b3=-m3.*ybp+w0;
b4=-m4.*ybp+w0;
b5=-m5.*ybp+w0;
t=694.62;

% the EFL distance (reflected beam);

ybts=((t.*L)./w0)-ybp; %reflected segment line equation.
C1=m1.*ybp;
C2=m2.*ybp;
C3=m3.*ybp;
C4=m4.*ybp;
C5=m5.*ybp;
C11=c1-0.0031;
C22=c2-0.0031;
C33=c3-0.0031;
C44=c4-0.0031;
C55=c5-0.0031;
ybtr=(w0.*(ybts-ybp)-m.*ybp.^2+ybp.*w0)./c11;%ybar coordinate reflected at TS;
ybtr2=(w0.*(ybts2-ybp)-m2.*ybp.^2+ybp.*w0)./c22;
ybtr3=(w0.*(ybts3-ybp)-m3.*ybp.^2+ybp.*w0)./c33;
ybtr4=(w0.*(ybts4-ybp)-m4.*ybp.^2+ybp.*w0)./c44;
ybtr5=(w0.*(ybts5-ybp)-m5.*ybp.^2+ybp.*w0)./c55;
ytr1=(m1.*(ybtr1-ybp)+w0); ;%y coordinate number of reflected at TS;
ytr2=(m2.*(ybtr2-ybp)+w0);
ytr3=(m3.*(ybtr3-ybp)+w0);
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ytr4=(m4.*(ybtr4-ybp)+w0);
ytr5=(m5.*(ybtr5-ybp)+w0);
a1=ytr1.^2+ybtr1.^2;
b1=(ybtr1.*L)./0.0032;
a2=ytr2.^2+ybtr2.^2;
b2=(ybtr2.*L)./0.0032;
a3=ytr3.^2+ybtr3.^2;
b3=(ybtr3.*L)./0.0032;
a4=ytr4.^2+ybtr4.^2;
b4=(ybtr4.*L)./0.0032;
a5=ytr5.^2+ybtr5.^2;
b5=(ybtr5.*L)./0.0032;

Rts1=(a1./b1).*w0./L; % The Radius of curvature of reflected at TS;
Rts2=(a2./b2).*w0./L;
Rts3=(a3./b3).*w0./L;
Rts4=(a4./b4).*w0./L;
Rts5=(a5./b5).*w0./L;
Rle=zeros(size(ybp));
Rlens=Rle+694.62;

figure(218);plot(ybp,Rts1);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;
plot(ybp,Rts2); hold on;
plot(ybp,Rts3); hold on;
plot(ybp,Rts4); hold on;
plot(ybp,Rts5); hold on;
plot(ybp,Rlens,'--'); xlabel(' position of the ball surface in mm');ylabel('reflected R at TS in yybar');

--------------------------------------------------------clear all
clc
%% Radius of curvature Error%
lamda=0.0006328; %wavelength in mm.
w0=0.0143;
z0=pi.*w0.^2./lamda;
rb1=-0.5;
% the size of the test ball (radius of ball);
rb2=-0.3;
rb3=-0.2;
rb4=-0.095;
rb5=-0.05;
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rb=[-0.05 -0.095 -0.2 -0.3 -0.5 -5];
zn=(-rb-sqrt(rb.^2-(2.*z0).^2))./-2
zc=(-rb+sqrt(rb.^2-(2.*z0).^2))./-2
dt=abs(zn)-abs(zc)
Error=((dt-rb)./rb)
Error2=abs(Error.*100)
x=rb;
y=Error2;
figure(222);semilogy(x,y);zoom xon;hold on;xlabel('Radius of test surface mm');ylabel('Error
%');set(gca,'FontSize',18)

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

*** Chapter 3 ***
clc
clear all
% BEAM IMAGE AT THE GAUSSIAN BEAM TRANSMTED FROM F=100MM%
tz=4.3+4.3;
%x axis’s
samplerate=3932159./tz;
zmin = -tz./2; zmax = tz./2;
x = zmin:1./samplerate:zmax;
Y=imread('focutest.bmp');
% The image data
y=Y(:);
%convert the image to one axes
mu=mean(y)
sigma=std2(y)
M=max(y)

%The mean of the image data
%The standard deviation of the image

f = M.*exp(-1/2*((x+mu)./2.*sigma).^(2));%the fitting Gaussian profile
figure(37); plot(x,y,'+');hold on ;plot(x,f); xlabel('xmm'); ylabel('Amplitude');

--------------------------------------------------------clc
clear all
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% FITTING GAUSSIAN BEAM AT MEASUERMENT BEAM SIZE%
lamda=0.0006328;

%The wavelength of HeNe

%measuring the beam size at TS beam (test arm);
wm=[0.12 0.116 0.0988 0.0903 0.084 0.064 0.054 0.04 0.035 0.028 0.03 0.037 0.048 0.062
0.067 0.086 0.11 0.12];
zm=[80 82 84 86 88 90 92 94 96 98 100 102 104 106 108 110 112 113];
figure(35a); plot(zm,w);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('zm');
ylabel('Beam width (mm)');

w0=0.0284000
z0=w0. ^2. *pi./lamda

% The waist beam of fitting curve.
% The Rayleigh range of fitting curve.

deta=96.5;
wtr=w0. *sqrt(1+((zm-deta)./z0).^2); %The fitting beam size.
zt=zm-deta;

% convert the z measurement to z fitting.

figure (35b); plot(zt,wtr);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('zt');
ylabel('Beam width (mm)');
figure (35c); plot(zt,wtr);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('zt');
ylabel('Beam width (mm)');hold on ;plot(zt-1.5,wm./2);

--------------------------------------------------------clc
clean all
%% Radius of Curvature in yybar Diagram;
tz=8+8;
samplerate=80000./tz;
zmin = -tz./2; zmax = tz./2;
z = zmin:1./samplerate:zmax;
w0=0.0143;

% Distance t

% the waist beam at test arm;

lamda=0.0006328;

% wavelength of HeNe;

w=sqrt(w0.^2+z.^2);

% beam width w(ybar)
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rad=(z.^2+w0.^2)./z.*(lamda)./pi.*w0; % R(ybar)
figure(38); plot(z,rad);grid on;zoom xon; hold on;xlabel('Distance z (mm)');ylabel('Radiusr of
curvatuer in yybar (mm)');

-------------------------------------------------------clc;
clear all;

%%SIMULATION OF TWYMAB-GREEN%%
Din=1;

% input diameter beam in mm .

W0=Din./2;

% The waist of input beam in mm .

lamda=0.0006328;

%wavelength in mm.

z0=W0.^2.*pi./lamda;

% The Rayleigh range.

W=W0.*sqrt(1+(z./z0).^2)

%output beam size in mm at F1.

%The first lens (Positive-convex);
F1=750;
z=50;
R=z+(z0.^2./z);

%focal length of the first lens in mm
%the lens location.
%The Radius of curvature.

RP=(R.*F1)./(F1-R)
a=(pi.*W.^2)./(lamda.*-RP).^2
b=sqrt(1+a)
W01=W./b

%The waist of the beam from f1.

c=(lamda.*RP)./(pi.*W.^2).^2
z1=RP./(1+c)

%the waist location;

%The third lens (TS);
F2=100;

%focal length of TS lens.
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D3=2.*W01;

%Diameter of the output beam from F3;

z01=W01.^2.*pi./lamda;

% The Rayleigh range.

%When F2 lens at the waist of F1;
M3=1./sqrt([1+(z01./F2).^2])
W0ts=(M3.*W01)

%The waist beam size of the F2;

z0ts=W0ts.^2.*pi./lamda

%The relay range of the F2;

z3=F2./(1+(F2./z01).^2)

%The location of the waist of the F2;

%% Reflected Beam From Ball(Test Surface);
rb=-50;

%radius of the reflected ball.

Fb=rb./2;

%focal length of the ball.

zb=-49.24;

%the ball position.

Mb=abs(Fb./(zb-Fb))

%calculate the magnification;

rb=z0ts./(zb-Fb);
rb2=(rb).^2;
Mb1=sqrt(1+rb2);
MB=Mb./Mb1;
W0b=Mb.*W0ts

%the virtual waist of the ball;

lim=-(Mb.^2.*(zb-Fb)+Fb);

%Location of virtual waist beam in mm.

z0reb=W0b.^2.*pi./lamda

%the relay range of reflected ;

zpos=z3+zb

%surface position;

zreba=zpos+lim;

% the full distance w0b-f2;

%Transmission reflected beam from F2;
W03re=W0b.*sqrt(1+(98.4./z0reb).^2) %the waist reflected beam from TS;
z03re=W03re.^2.*pi./lamda

%the realy range ;
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z3re=-F1;
% the beam width at beam splitter at -400mm from F3;
Zs=-400;
WT=W03re.*sqrt(1+(Zs./z01).^2);

% Beam size reflected at B.S from test arm;

%Refrence Arm of the Flat Mirror;
RM= inf;

% ROC of flat Mirror;

FM= inf;

% Focal length of flat Mirror;

W0Mr=0.39;

%waist reflected beam from mirror;

z0Mr=W0Mr.^2.*pi./lamda;
% The relay rang of at reference arm.
% distance flat mirror - B.S.
ZM=-400;
WR=W0Mr.*sqrt(1+(ZM./z0Mr).^2); % Beam size reflected at B.S from.
%% Spherical wavefront at B.S;
x = -1.5:0.005:1.5;
y = -1.5:0.005:1.5;
R=sqrt(x.^2+y.^2);
FWHMt=WT./0.849117;

%THE FWHM of the test beam;

FWHMr=WR./0.849117;

%THE FWHM of the reference beam;

sigr= 2.*WR.^2./0.499;
sigt= 2.*WT.^2./0.499;

%THE sigma of the test beam;
%THE sigma of the reference beam;

Ar=1./sigr.*sqrt(2.*pi);
At=1./sigt.*sqrt(2.*pi);

%THE Amplitude of the test beam;
%THE Amplitude of the reference beam;

AR=Ar.*(exp(-(R).^2./(sigr)^2)); %envelop of Reference arm;
AT=At.*(exp(-(R).^2./(sigt)^2)); %envelop of Test arm;
%PROPGATING TO DETECTOR;
Zd=-400;

%The distance (B.S to the detector);

WRD=WR.*sqrt(1+(Zd./z0Mr).^2) %The beam size at B.S at test arm.
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WTD=WT.*sqrt(1+(Zd./z03re).^2); %The beam size at B.S at refrence arm.

FWHMr=WRD./0.849117;
FWHMt=WTD./0.849117;
sigR=2.*WRD.^2./0.499;
sigT=2.*WTD.^2./0.499;
Ar=1./sigR.*sqrt(2.*pi);
At=1./sigT.*sqrt(2.*pi);

AR=(exp(-(R).^2/(sigR)^2));
AT=(exp(-(R).^2/(sigT)^2));

%envelop of Reference arm;
%envelop of Test arm;

figure(313);plot(x,(AR));hold on;plot(x,(AT)) ;grid on;zoom xon;
xlabel('Beam width (mm)');ylabel('Amplitude');

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

*** Chapter 4 ***
clc
clear all
% Lab Result of Radius of curvature of Test ball using Error bar%
tz=7+7;
samplerate=5000./tz;
zmin = -tz./2; zmax = tz./2;
z = zmin:1./samplerate:zmax;
lamda=0.0006328;
w0=0.0143;
z0=pi.*w0.^2./lamda;
y=z+(z0.^2./z);

rb=[-0.25];

% The HeNe wavelength.
%The waist of the TS beam at test arm.
% The Rayleigh rang.
%The radius of curvature from the TS lens.

%radius of the test ball.
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errn=0.1*ones(size(rb)); % The error bar to create a plot average line of the min and max
experiment data at this ball.
rb1=[-0.5];
errn1=0.23*ones(size(rb1)); % The error bar to create a plot average line of the min and max
experiment data at this ball.
rb2=[-1.5];
errn2=0.19*ones(size(rb2));% The error bar to create a plot average line of the min and max
experiment data at this ball.
rb3=-2;
errn3=0.29*ones(size(rb3));% The error bar to create a plot average line of the min and max
experiment data at this ball.
rb4=-2.5;
errn4=0.23*ones(size(rb4));%The error bar to create a line plot of average of the min and max
exams data at this ball.
errc4=0.17*ones(size(rb4));%The error bar to create a line plot of average of the min and max
exams data at this ball.
rb5=-5;
errn5=0.20*ones(size(rb5));% The error bar to create a plot average line of the min and max
experiment data at this ball.
errc5=0.12*ones(size(rb5));%The error bar to create a line plot of average of the min and max
exams data at this ball.
rb6=-6.37;
errn6=0.30*ones(size(rb6));% The error bar to create a plot average line of the min and max
experiment data at this ball.
errc6=0.135*ones(size(rb6));% The error bar to create a plot average line of the min and max
experiment data at this ball.
rbn=[-0.25 -0.5 -1.5 -2];
rba=[-0.125 -0.25 -0.75 -1.016];
errn8=0.00001*ones(size(rbn));
figure(42);plot(z,y);grid on;hold on; hold on;
errorbar(-2.02,rb4,errn4,'horizontal','b'); hold on;
errorbar(-0.52,rb4,errc4,'horizontal','b');hold on;
errorbar(-4.814,rb5,errn5,'horizontal','b'); hold on;
errorbar(-0.214,rb5,errc5,'horizontal','b');hold on;
errorbar(-6.23,rb6,errn6,'horizontal','b'); hold on;
errorbar(-0.165,rb6,errc6,'horizontal','b'); hold on;
errorbar(-1.016,rb3,errn3,'horizontal','b'); hold on;
errorbar(-0.75,rb2,errn2,'horizontal','b'); hold on;
errorbar(-0.25,rb1,errn1,'horizontal','b'); hold on;
errorbar(-0.125,rb,errn,'horizontal','b'); hold on;
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errorbar(rba,rbn,errn8,'horizontal','b'); hold on;
xlabel('Distance z mm');ylabel('Radius of curvature in yybar mm');
hold on; plot(-2.02,-2.5,'*','MarkerSize',4); hold on;
hold on; plot(-0.125,-0.25,'*','MarkerSize',4); hold on;
hold on; plot(-0.25,-0.5,'*','MarkerSize',4); hold on;
hold on; plot(-0.75,-1.5,'*','MarkerSize',4); hold on;
hold on;plot(-1.016,-2,'*','MarkerSize',4); hold on;
hold on;plot(-6.23,-6.37,'*','MarkerSize',4); hold on;
hold on;plot(-0.165,-6.37,'*','MarkerSize',4); hold on;
hold on;plot(-0.214,-5,'*','MarkerSize',4); hold on;
hold on;plot(-0.52,-2.5,'*','MarkerSize',4); hold on;
hold on;plot(-4.814,-5,'*','MarkerSize',4); hold on;

-------------------------------------------------------clc
clear all
% The present Error of measuring ROC of the balls in Twyman-Green setup
rb=[6.37 5 2.5 2 1.5 0.5 0.25]; %Radius of test balls.
cm=[5.71 4.57 1.50 0 0 0 0];
Eml=((cm-rb)./rb);
Erml=abs(Eml.*100);

%data from Twyman-green setup.

%Error in the Twyman green;

cth=[6.0377 4.569 1.458 0 0 0 0]; %Theoretical Data for the Twyman-green interferometer.
Emtl=((cth-rb)./rb);
Ermtl=abs(Emtl.*100);

%Error in the Twyman green Theoretical;

figure(4.3);semilogy(rb,Ermtl./4,'--');hold on;semilogy(rb,Erml./4);
zoom xon;hold on;
xlabel('Radius of test surface mm');
ylabel('Error %');set(gca,'FontSize',18);

-------------------------------------------------------clc
clear all
%The Error of measuring ROC of the balls in Fizeau interferometer and the shift %
%data from Fizeau at F/7.6.
c7l=[6.347 4.981 2.485 1.99 1.488 0.45 0.165];
%data from F/7.6 Theoretical.
c7t=[6.365 4.995 2.497 1.997 1.497 0.490 0.231];
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E7l=((c7l-rb)./rb);
Er7l=abs(E7l.*100);

%Error from Fizeau at F/7.6;

E7t=((c7t-rb)./rb);
Er7t=abs(E7t.*100);

%Error at F/7.6 Theoretically;

Errorshift7=Er7t.*4.1;

% Error of the shift at F/7.6;

dt7shift=((Errorshift.*rb)+rb)./100

figure(4.6);semilogy(rb,Er7t,'--');hold on;semilogy(rb,Er7l);
zoom xon;hold on;semilogy(rb, Errorshift7,'--');xlabel('Radius of test surface mm');ylabel('Error
%');set(gca,'FontSize',18);
%data from Fizeau at F/3.4.
c3l=[6.362 4.994 2.497 1.997 1.496 0.471 0.198];
%data from F/3.4 Theoretical.
c3t=[6.369 4.99 2.4999 1.999 1.4999 0.499 0.247];
E3l=((c3l-rb)./rb);
Er3l=abs(E3l.*100);

%Error from Fizeau at F/3.4;

E3t=((c3t-rb)./rb);
Er3t=abs(E3t.*100);

%Error at F/3.4 Theoretically;

Errorshift3=Er3t.*29.01; %Error of the shift curve to Fizeau at F/3.4;
dt3shift=((Errorshift3.*rb)+rb)./100
figure(4.7);semilogy(rb,Er3t,'--');hold on;semilogy(rb,Er3l);zoom xon;hold on;semilogy(rb,
Errorshift3,'--');xlabel('Radius of test surface mm');ylabel('Error %');set(gca,'FontSize',18);
%data from Fizeau at F/3.3.
c33l=[6.365 4.996 2.498 1.998 1.497 0.496 0.201];
%data from F/3.3 Theoretical.
c33t=[6.369 4.99 2.499 1.999 1.499 0.498 0.2499];
E33l=((c33l-rb)./rb);
Er33l=abs(E33l.*100);

%Error from Fizeau at F/3.3;

E33t=((c33t-rb)./rb);
Er33t=abs(E33t.*100);

%Error at F/3.3 Theoretically;
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Errorshift33=Er33t.*20.1; %Error of the shift curve to Fizeau at F/3.3;
dt33shift=((Errorshift33.*rb)+rb)./100
figure(4.7);semilogy(rb,Er33t,'--');hold on;semilogy(rb,Er33l);zoom xon;hold on;semilogy(rb,
Errorshift33,'--');xlabel('Radius of testsurface mm');ylabel('Error %');set(gca,'FontSize',18);
%data from Fizeau at F/1.5.
c15l=[6.367 4.997 2.499 1.999 1.498 0.498 0.209];
%data from F/1.5 Theoretical.
c15t=[6.369 4.99 2.499 2.499 1.990 0.4990 0.25];
E15l=((c15l-rb)./rb);
Er15l=abs(E15l.*100);

%Error from Fizeau at F/1.5;

E15t=((c15t-rb)./rb);
Er15t=abs(E15t.*100);

%Error at F/1.5 Theoretically;

Errorshift15=Er15t.*10.2; %Error of the shift curve to Fizeau at F/1.5;
dt15shift=((Errorshift15.*rb)+rb)./100
figure(4.7);semilogy(rb,Er15t,'--');hold on;semilogy(rb,Er15l);
zoom xon;hold on;semilogy(rb, Errorshift15,'--');
xlabel('Radius of test surface mm');ylabel('Error %');set(gca,'FontSize',18);
%data from Fizeau at F/0.75.
c75l=[6.371 4.998 2.50 2 1.499 0.499 0.224];
%data from F/1.5 Theoretical.
c75t=[6.369 4.99 2.5 2 1.5 0.5 0.25];

E75l=((c75l-rb)./rb);
Er75l=abs(E75l.*100);

%Error from Fizeau at F/0.75;

E75t=((c75t-rb)./rb);
Er75t=abs(E75t.*100);

%Error at F/0.75 Theoretically;

Errorshift75=Er75t.*2.1; %Error of the shift curve to Fizeau at F/0.75;
dt75shift=((Errorshift75.*rb)+rb)./100
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figure(4.7);semilogy(rb,Er75t,'--');hold on;semilogy(rb,Er75l);zoom xon;hold on;semilogy(rb,
Errorshift75,'--');xlabel('Radius of test surface mm');ylabel('Error %');set(gca,'FontSize',18);

figure(4.4);semilogy(rb,Er75l);hold on;
semilogy(rb,Er15l); hold on;
semilogy(rb,Er33l); hold on;
semilogy(rb,Er3l); hold on;
semilogy(rb,Er7l); hold on;
semilogy(rb,Erml./4); hold on;
zoom xon;hold on;xlabel('Radius of test surface mm'); ylabel('Error%');set(gca,'FontSize',18);

-------------------------------------------------------*** Chapter 5 ***
clc
clean all
%% The Radius of curvature a long reflected beam in yybar OF THE TOP VIEW %%
lamda=0.0006328; ;
u=0;

% wavelength of HeNe;

% y angle of the income beam;

w0=0.0031;

% the waist beam ;

L=lamda./pi;

% LaGrange Invariant ;

y=w0;

% y of the income beam;

ub=L./y;

% ybar angle of the income beam;

%The img point for any surface;
rb=-0.5;

% the size of the test FIBER (top view);

efl=rb./2;

% FFL of the test FIBER ;

yimg=0;
ybimg=(rb./2).*ub;

% The y coordinate number of FFL;
% The ybar coordinate number of FFL;

%ybar the coordinate number of position of the FIBER at z propagation;
tz=0.6+0.6;
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samplerate=3000./tz;
zmin = -tz./2; zmax = tz./2;
Z = zmin:1./samplerate:zmax;
%Finding the slop for different position along z propagation;
m=0.0031./(Z-ybimg); % the slop of the segment line (reflected beam);
yp=0.0031;

% the y coordinate number of fiber position;

b=-m.*Z+w0;
t=694.62;

% the EFL distance (reflected beam);

ybts=((t.*L)./w0)-Z; %reflected segment line equation.
c=m.*Z;
c2=c-0.0031;
%ybar coordinate reflected at TS;
ybtr=(w0.*(ybts-Z)-m.*Z.^2+Z.*w0)./c2;
%y coordinate number of reflected at TS;
ytr=(m.*(ybtr-Z)+w0);
a=ytr.^2+ybtr.^2;
b=(ybtr.*L)./0.0032;
RC=(a./b).*w0./L; ; % The Radius of curvature of reflected at TS;
Rle=zeros(size(Z));
Rlens=Rle+694.62;
figure(5.8);plot(Z,RC);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;plot(Z,Rlens,'--'); xlabel(' Fiber location in z
propagation mm');ylabel(' R from top side of fiber mm');

%% The Radius of curvature a long reflected beam in yybar OF THE TOP VIEW %%
lamda=0.0006328; ;
u=0;
w0=50;
L=lamda./pi;

% wavelength of HeNe;

% y angle of the income beam;
% the waist beam ;
% LaGrange Invariant ;
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y=w0;

% y of the income beam;

ub=L./y;

% ybar angle of the income beam;

P= Z+693.6;

% beam propagation from flat view.

%Finding the slop for different position along z propagation;
m=0.011;

% the beam slop at flat side.

yts=0.0031;

%The y coordinate number at TC.

ybts=-50;

%The Ybar coordinate number at TC.

% The coordinate number of the reflected beam from flat side of fiber
at TC

Ybf=(tt-(m.*ybts.*ybts)-(yts.*ybts))./(yts-m.*ybts);
Yf=tt-(yts.*Ybf)./ybts;
% the change of angle of the reflected beam
u=(Yf-0.0031)./t;
ub=(Ybf-50)./t;
% The Radius of curvature of reflected at TS;
Rf=((Ybf.^2)+(Yf.^2))./((ub.*Ybf)+(u.*Yf));

figure(5.9);plot(p,Rf);hold on;grid on;zoom xon; xlabel(' Flat location in propagation p mm');ylabel('
R from top side of fiber mm');

-------------------------------------------------------% FINDING THE SAG OF THE REFLECTED WAVEFRONT FROM (TOP + SIDE) OF FIBER;
%different sag of the reflected wavefront from top view.
x=0:0.000454542:50;
sagc=(y.^2./(2.*yr))-(y.^2./(2.*693.6));
figure(5.12);plot(z,sagc);grid on;zoom xon;hold on;xlabel(Fiber location in z propagation
mm');ylabel(' Different Wavefront sag from Top view of fiber mm');
%different sag of the reflected wavefront from side view.
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sagf=(y.^2./(2.*yrf)-0);
figure(5.13);plot(p,sagf);grid on;zoom xon;hold on;xlabel('Fiber location p mm');ylabel('Wavefront
sag from Flat view fiber mm');
% Finding the sag for the wavefront of the Side surface and top surface;
figure(5.14);plot(z,sagc);hold on;plot(p-693.6,sagf,'--');grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('Fiber position z
mm');ylabel('Wavefront Sag mm');zlabel('Amplitude');

-------------------------------------------------------% Wavefront from the fiber optics as surface in two sides (Gaussian beam) %
%1- Wavefront from Top view of the fiber;
lamda=0.0006328;

% HeNe wavelength

z=[-750:0.055:350];
w0=0.0031;

% beam propagation at top view.
% the waist of the beam (in Top view)

z0=pi.*w0.^2./lamda;

%Raylight rang of the beam.

Ra=0.5;

% radius of the fiber.

f1=-Ra./2;

% focal length of fiber.

z0=pi.*w0.^2./lamda;

%Rayleigh rang in mm.

w=w0.*sqrt(1+((z./z0)).^2);

a1=z-f1;

% beam size at TC at top view.

%Start calculate the Magnification between transmission and reflected beam.

M1=abs(f1./a1);
a2=z0./a1;
a3=(a2).^2;
Mr=sqrt(1+a3);
M=M1./Mr;
M2=(M).^2;
lim=-(M2.*(z-f1)+f1);
w02=M.*w0;

%Location of Reflected waist beam in mm.
%Reflected waist beam w0' in mm.
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zl=693.6+z+lim;

%distance between Ts lens and W0' in mm.

ra=z0.^2.;
yr=zl+(ra./zl);

%Reflected Radius of curvature in mm.

Rle=zeros(size(z));

%Radius of curvature at the TC lens.

Rlens=Rle+693.6;
figure(5.15a);plot(z,yr);grid on;zoom xon;hold on ;plot(z,Rlens,'--');hold on;xlabel('Location of the
Top viewin z mm');ylabel('Reflected Radius of curvature from top side of fiber mm');
x=0:0.000454542:50;
%different sag of the reflected wavefront from top view;
sagc=(y.^2./(2.*yr))-(y.^2./(2.*693.6));

figure(5.15b);plot(z,sagc);grid on;zoom xon;hold on;xlabel('The position of the Top side of fiber
mm');ylabel('Wavefront sag from Top side of fiber mm');
%2- Wavefront from Flat view of the fiber;
lamda=0.0006328;

% HeNe wavelength

p=z+693.6;

% beam propagation from flat view.

Raf=inf;

% The Radius of flat side.

w0f=45.9;

% when the TC diameter=2mm

z0f=pi.*w0f.^2./lamda;
a1=p-f1f;

%Rayleigh rang in mm.

%Start calculate the Magnification between transmission and reflected beam.

M1=abs(f1f./a1);
a2=z0f./a1;
a3=(a2).^2;
Mr=sqrt(1+a3);
M=M1./Mr;
M2=(M).^2;
lim=-(M2.*(p-f1f)+f1f);

%Location of Reflected waist beam in mm.
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w0f2=M.*w0f;
zlf=2+p+lim;

%Reflected waist beam w0' in mm.
%The distance between Ts lens and W0' in mm.

raf=z0f.^2.;
yrf=zlf+(raf./zlf);

%Reflected Radius of curvature in mm.

figure(3);plot(p,yrf);grid on;zoom xon;hold on;xlabel('Flat side of fiber position
mm');ylabel('Reflected Radius of curvature from flat side of fiberin mm');
%different sag of the reflected wavefront from side view.
sagf=(y.^2./(2.*yrf)-0);
figure(5.16b);plot(p,sagf);grid on;zoom xon;hold on;xlabel('Fiber location mm');ylabel('Wavefront
sag from Flat view fiber mm');
% Finding the sag for the wavefront of the Side surface and top surface when TC dia=2mm;
figure(5.17);plot(z,sagc);hold on;plot(p-693.6,sagf,'--');grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('Fiber position z
mm');ylabel('Wavefront Sag mm');zlabel('Amplitude');

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
*** Chapter 6 ***
%%%% PHASE SHIFT IN FIZEAU INTERFEROMETER at reference %%%%
x = -4:0.05:4;
y = -4:0.05:4;
yy = -4:0.05;4;
lamda=0.0006328;

%wavelength in mm.

t=1;
k=2.*pi./lamda;
[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y);
R=(X.^2+Y.^2)^1/2;
%the beam width at detector from the test and reference in Fizeau (Null position ball)rb>rmin
(null)
WDT=5.1;
WDR=5.1;
%Interference patterns (5-Algorithime);
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u1=1*cos(k+R+WDT)-cos(k+R+WDR);
u2=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*90)-cos(k+R+WDR*90);
u3=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*180)-cos(k+R+180);
u4=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*270)-cos(k+R+WDR*270);
u5=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*360)-cos(k+R+WDR*360);
x1=u4-u2; % calculate the phase wavefront.
x2=u1-u3;
x=x1./x2;
PHASE1=atan2(x1,x2);

figure(6.5a1);surf(X,Y,u1);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5a2);surf(X,Y,u2);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5a3);surf(X,Y,u3);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5a4);surf(X,Y,u4);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5a5);surf(X,Y,u5);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.6a);mesh(unwrap(PHASE1));
%the beam width at detector from the test and reference in Fizeau (Null position ball)rb>rmin
(Cat’s eye)
WDT=5.5;
WDR=5.5;
%Interference patterns (5-Algorithime);
u11=1*cos(k+R+WDT)-cos(k+R+WDR);
u21=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*90)-cos(k+R+WDR*90);
u31=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*180)-cos(k+R+180);
u41=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*270)-cos(k+R+WDR*270);
u51=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*360)-cos(k+R+WDR*360);
x11=u41-u21; % calculate the phase wavefront.
x21=u11-u31;
x1=x11./x21;
PHASE1=atan2(x11,x21);

figure(6.5b1);surf(X,Y,u1);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5b2);surf(X,Y,u2);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5b3);surf(X,Y,u3);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5b4);surf(X,Y,u4);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5b5);surf(X,Y,u5);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.6b);mesh(unwrap(PHASE1));
%the beam width at detector from the test and reference in Fizeau (Null position ball)rb=rmin
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WDT=5.3;
WDR=5.3;
%Interference patterns (5-Algorithime);
u12=1*cos(k+R+WDT)-cos(k+R+WDR);
u22=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*90)-cos(k+R+WDR*90);
u32=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*180)-cos(k+R+180);
u42=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*270)-cos(k+R+WDR*270);
u52=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*360)-cos(k+R+WDR*360);
x12=u42-u22; % calculate the phase wavefront.
x22=u12-u32;
x2=x12./x22;
PHASE1=atan2(x12,x22);

figure(6.5c1);surf(X,Y,u1);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5c2);surf(X,Y,u2);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5c3);surf(X,Y,u3);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5c4);surf(X,Y,u4);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5c5);surf(X,Y,u5);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.6c);mesh(unwrap(PHASE1));
%the beam width at detector from the test and reference in Fizeau (Null position ball)rb<rmin
WDT=7.2;
WDR=5.1;
%Interference patterns (5-Algorithime);
u13=1*cos(k+R+WDT)-cos(k+R+WDR);
u23=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*90)-cos(k+R+WDR*90);
u33=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*180)-cos(k+R+180);
u43=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*270)-cos(k+R+WDR*270);
u53=1*cos(k+R+WDT.*360)-cos(k+R+WDR*360);
x13=u43-u23; % calculate the phase wavefront.
x23=u13-u33;
x3=x13./x23;
PHASE1=atan2(x1,x2);

figure(6.5d1);surf(X,Y,u1);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5d2);surf(X,Y,u2);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5d3);surf(X,Y,u3);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5d4);surf(X,Y,u4);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.5d5);surf(X,Y,u5);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.6d);mesh(unwrap(PHASE1));
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-------------------------------------------------------%%%% PHASE SHIFT IN Twyman-Green SETUP %%%%
x = -4:0.05:4;
y = -4:0.05:4;
yy = -4:0.05;4;
lamda=0.0006328;

%wavelength in mm.

t=1;
k=2.*pi./lamda;
[X,Y]=meshgrid(x,y);
R=(X.^2+Y.^2)^1/2;
%the beam width at detector from the test and reference in Fizeau (Null position ball)rb<rmin
WDT=7.2;
WDR=5.1;
%Interference patterns (5-Algorithime);
u1=1*cos(k+R+WDT)-cos(k+R+WDR);
u2=1*cos(k+R+WDT)-cos(k+R+WDR*90);
u3=1*cos(k+R+WDT)-cos(k+R+180);
u4=1*cos(k+R+WDT)-cos(k+R+WDR*270);
u5=1*cos(k+R+WDT)-cos(k+R+WDR*360);
x1=u4-u2; % calculate the phase wavefront.
x2=u1-u3;
x=x1./x2;
figure(6.8a);surf(X,Y,u1);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.8B);surf(X,Y,u2);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.8C);surf(X,Y,u3);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.8D);surf(X,Y,u4);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
figure(6.8F);surf(X,Y,u5);hold on;grid on;zoom xon;xlabel('x');ylabel('y');zlabel('Amplitude');
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